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Kentucky
Senate Pace
turns bitter
in debate

judge's office:
Murray woman's
trial delayed until
late January
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The trial of a Murray woman
accused ot murder in the shooting death of her former
boyfriend has been delayed
until late January..
The trial of Kelly Agee. 38, of
Murray, charged with murder in
the death of Kenneth Ray
Brogdon, 31, of Puryear, Tenn..
in February. was scheduled to
begin Tuesday, Oct. 19, however it has been rescheduled for
Jan. 31. 2011, with a final pretrial conference set for Jan. 24.
according to Judge Dennis
Foust's office. A probable cause
hearing is scheduled f?)r

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
U.S. Senate Democratic candidate Jack Conway is scheduled
to
visit
Murray
Wednesday morning.
Calloway County Democratic
Party. officials say Conway will
visit county Democratic headquarters at 10 a.m. for a meet
and greet session and the public
is encouraged to attend.
"His schedule is to be there
from 10 a.m. until 10.45 a.m.,"
said party Vice-Chair Kathy lo
Stubblefield.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
and ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writers
Ky.. (AP) —
OUISVILLE.
Republican U.S. Senate candidate
angrily.
accused
Rand
Paul
Democratic rival Jack Conway of gutter
politics for running a TV ad that questioned Paul's affiliation during his college
years with a group that mocked
Christianity.
Paul demanded an apology during a nationally
televised debate Sunday
night. denouncing the
commercial as false and
calling himself a "pro-life
Conway
Christian."
offered no apology and
even repeated the accusations in his ad, which
started airing statewide
Conway
Friday night.
"Those who stoop to the
level of attacking a man's
religious beliefs to gain
higher office, I believe
that they should remember that it does not profit a
man to gain the world if
he loses his soul in the
process,' Paul said, referencing a scripture from
Paul
the Gospel of Mark.
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visit Murray Wednesday
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS: Pictured are performances from local high school marching bands at the annual Festival of Champions, held Saturday at Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadiurr.. Both Murray High
School, below, and Calloway County High School, above, placed in finals, finishing at eighth and ninth place,
respectively, with scores of 78.1 and 74.9. tvtadisonville North Hopkins High School was the grand champion
with a score of 87.95. Racer Band Director John Fannin said it was probably the largest festival that had been
held in the 16 years he has been at MSU. He said 25 competed in preliminary competition, coming from as
far away as Cincinnati, Ohio. A total of 67 buses had to be parked close to campus, and Fannin said he was
grateful to the University Church of Christ for allowing them to use their parking lot.

N See Page 2

•See Page 2
WEATHER

TODAY

Saturday accident
in county claims
life of Murray man

TOMORROW

Staff Report
A Murray man died in an accident
Saturday. evening on Pottertown Road
while riding with the driver and one other
passenger.
According to a report from Kentucky'
State Police Trooper Raymond Chambers,
Joseph Hanison, 17, of Almo. was driving
west in a 1994 Chevy pickup truck on
Pottertown Road when he was reported to
have dropped off the right side of the road
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday _Mostly clear. Highs
in the uppor 70s.
night...Partly
Monday
cloudy. Lows around 50.
Tuesday...Mostly clouoy. A
20 percent chance of showers.
Highs in the lower 70s.
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy A 20 percent chance of
showers. Lows in the lower 50s.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the upper 60s.
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GOP holds annual fall picnic
Saturday at Mars Arboretum
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Local Republicans gathered at
1v1urray State University's Arboretum
at the Pullen Farm on Saturday for their
annual Fall Picnic. Those attending
enjoyed candidate speeches and homemade barbecue.
Attendees
heard
from
U.S.
Congressman Ed Whitfield. Kentucky
House candidate Corey McBee,
Property Valuation Administrator candidate Mike Conley, coroner candidate
Ricky Stewart, and magistrate candidates James Herndon. Don Cherry and
Vernon Anderson. State Sen. Ken
Winters also spoke. as did former U.S.
Senate Candidate Bill Johnson, who

said he planned to run for Kentucky
Secretary of State in 2011.
McBee said he and Anderson stayed
up most of the night before cooking the
pulled pork that was served at the picnic. After everyone finished their
meals, they were welcomed by Greg
DeLancey,
Calloway
County
Republican Party chairman. He said
things were looking good for the party
and that Republican registration had
gone up locally in the /ast few y.ears.
Whitfield said he grew up as a
Democrat and there yvere many reasons
former Kentucky Democrats had
changed parties over the last few

IN See Page 3

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield, left, listens to Calloway County Republican
Party Chairman Greg DeLancey at Saturday's GOP Picnic with his field representative, Michael Pape, center, and Corey McBee, who is runnino for the
state's Fifth House District.
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Kentucky

•Senate race turns bitter in debate..
From Front
The candidates wrangled over
health care, taxes and entitlements, but those issues were
overshadowed by a contentious
back-and-forth over the ad.
Conway, the state's attorney
general, defended the attacks,
saying Paul failed to answer the
two "fundamental questions"
raised in the ad
The ad is based on published
retwts that Paul, during his college years, was a member of a
secret society
at Baylor
University known as the NoZe
Brotherluxid. A narrator in the
ad asks why Paul. wnile in college, tied a woman up and told
her to worship an idol called
"Aqua Buddha." Those claims
by an anonymous woman were
For Best Resutts
Place Your Ad
With Us
Cal! 7b3-1916

—

made in articles ir, GQ
Magazine and The Washington
Post earlier this year.
"Why did he freely join a
group known for mocking, for
making fun of people with
faith'?" Conway asked during
the debate. "And secondly,
when is it ever a good idea to tie
up a woman and ask her to kneel
before a false idol. your god,
which you call Aqua Buddha'!"
Conway said it was apparent
that Paul affiliated with a group
that "reveled in sacrilege."
Paul condemned the tactic,
saying: '"How do you respond to
a guy who's going to quote
somebody. anonymously from
30 years ago that's untrue? You
just out-and-out lie because you
have nothing to stand on."
The issue flared again in the
closing moments, when Paul
declared he would not shake
Conway's hand afterward, stating: "I will ocit be associated
with someone who attacks my
religion."

"We will try to keep the debate
on a higher tone," Paul said. "I
hope you will leave my church,
my family and my religion out
of it."
Paul walked past Conway
without offering his hand or
making eye contact with his
Democratic opponent.
Over the weekend, the Paul
canipaign prepared a response
ad that touts the Bowling Green
eye surgeon's faith. With TV
offices closed over the weekend7
they had to wait until Monday
morning to begin the process of
getting it on the air.
"Rand Paul keeps Christ in his
heart and in the life he shares
with his wife and his three
boys," a narrator says as video
plays of him walking and fishing with his family.
Paul said Sunday night he was
disheartened that the race had
turned so personal.
"We have serious problems in
our country ... and he's descended into the glitter to attack my

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

Tenn.-Martin offering
reward for horse shooter

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2010 AT 1:00 P.M.
AT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM SERVICE AGENCY
Or) Thursday October 28, at 100pm at Calloway County Farm Sel vice Agency at the rear entrance to the office, M'-0,3Y. Kentucky,
a 33-acre farm located at the intersection of highway 121 and Cook Store Road will be sold to the highest and best tamer
Farm has 24 acres of cropland that wes planted in corn in the spring of 2010 The property has road frontage or, Highway 121 and
Cook Store Road and runs along the West fork of Clark s River
The minimum acceptable bid for :his properly

Christian beliefs," said Paul. a
Bowling Green eye doctor. Paul
and his family attend a
Presbyterian church in Bowling
Green, where his wife serves as
a deacon.
"Jack, you should be ashamed
of yourself. You should apologize. Have you no decency'?
Have you no shame'!"
Dunng the debate, Conway
kept up his favorite attack lines,
accusing Paul of being out of
touch with Kentucky's drug
problems and claiming Paul
supports a $2,000 deductible for
Medicare recipients -- comments Paul was caught making
on
videotape shown on
YouTube. Paul has said the
conunent was taken out of context, and that he doesn't support
such a high deductible.
Paul, a tea party favorite,
advocated his belief in limited
government and the free market.
Paul and Conway' are competing for the job of retiring GOP
Sen. Jim Bunning.

532 900 00

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that on Thursday October 2e. at 1 00pm at Calloway County Farm Service AgerKtv at tne rear entrance to the
office 88 Robertson Road. Murray. Kentucky. in order to raise the sum of 525,033 79 principal. plus interest in the amount of
0 and 30% from November 11 2006. until the
53.391.36 as of November 10 2008. and interest thereafter on the priacipal at 8.5,
date ol Judgment plus interest on the lidgment amount (principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 35%,
°minuted daily and oampounded annually until pad in lull and for the costs of MIS action, pursuant to Judgment and Order of Sale.
being Civil Action No. 509CV-20141 on the Paducah D.ocket of the United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky
entered on May 27, 2010. the folowing described property will be sold to the highest and best bidder
Cold Water and
33-acre farrn located 12 miles West of Murray a! Me intersection of highway 121 and Cook Store Road, behveen
Stella communities. in Calloway County Kentucky Berig the same property conveyed by deed dated November 16. 2005 and
reoarded in Deed Book 629 at Page 464. Calloway County Clerk's Office
TERMS OF SALE' Ten percent(10%1 of the nici price On the form of a Certified Check' made payante to the U S. Marshal)on the day
of sale oath good and sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 35% per annum until paid. due and payable in
sixty 160) days arid said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser the deposa shaH be forfeited and
retained by the U S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale. and the property shalt again te offered foi sale subject. to
confirmation by the Cour:
This sale is intended, taut it is lot warranted. to be in bar and foreclosure of al night, tale interest. eatate daim. demand Of egurty of
redemption of the Oefendants and of all persons clairmrig by. through, under or against them. provided the purchase once is equal to
two-thirds of the appraised value If the purchased once is not equal to two-thirds ot the appraised value the Deed shall contain a
hen in tavor ot the defendants rellecting the note of the defendants lo tedeem durmg the period provided by law (KRS 426.5301
Under taw. Me purchaser is deemed to be on notice ot all matters afbcting Me property of record in the tocal County Clerk's office.
Fred L. &num. Farrn Loan Mana9er
Inquiries should de directed to
Farm Service Agency iFSA)
Mayfield Kentucky
Telephone' 270-247-9525

MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — A
University of Tennessee at
Martin equestrian team horse
has been euthanized after being
found shot.
The student worker feeding
the animals found the horse,
named Cash, Sunday morning
at a university-owned pasture.
The Union City Daily
Messenger reported that the
horse was euthanized because
of the severity of the injuries. A
post-mortem examination at
the university's West Tennessee
Animal Disease Diagnostic
Laboratory determined the
injuries were caused by a gunshot.
A deer that died from a gunshot wound was found near
where the horse was discovered.
The university is offering a
$1,000 reward for information
leading to the arrest of the
shooter.

*
•6

News in Bnef
New northern Ky. jai! to open
COVINGTON, Ky. tAPI -- A new $41 million jail in ti,truierit
Kentucky will open to the public for tours, with inmates expected
to move in next month.
The public can tour the Kenton County Detention Center from
1-6 p.m. Oct. 24. The one-story, 163P00-square-foot jail is behind
the Kenton County Animal Shelter and across from Pioneer Park.
A formal dedication and ribbon cutting is set for Friday.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports that the new detention center is
about twice the size of the crowded 40-year-old jail that's spread
over several floors in the county administration building near the
Ohio River in Covington.
The facility will have 620 beds when it opens, with room to add
two more prisoner dorms with another 140 beds, should the need
later arise.

Blaze that killed 2 women started in kitchen
NIOREHEAD. Ky.(API — Fire cfficials in Morehead still aren't
certain how a fatal fire began. but now say it started in a kitchen
of adjoining homes in a duplex.
The fire on Saturday morning killed two women.
WKYT-TV in Lexington reported officials determined the blaze
started in a ground floor kitchen in the unit where Kris Harvey
lived. She was found dead after the fire.
Another woman, Vada Knipp, called 911 and said she was
trapped on the second floor of the adjoining unit. Firefighters
pulled Knipp from a window. but she died later at a hospital.

ELKTON, Ky.(APt — A western Ketnuck) titan who survived a
traffic crash died when he walked into a fallen power line.
Kentucky State Police say 38-year-old Thomas J. Tucker of
Elkton was driving on Ky. 171 in Todd County north of Allegre on
Sunday night when his vehicle ran off the tight shoulder. The KSP
says Tucker overcorrected and lost control, causing the vehicle to
overturn.
It slid off the road and snapped a utility' pole.
Troopers say Tucker got out of his vehicle, but was electmxuted
when he contacted a live power line. He was pronounced dead at
the scene.

Ky. man charged in coach's slaying due in court
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP! — A Kentucky teenager charged
with slaying a youth sports coach is scheduled to appear in court
on Monday.
The Kentucky New Era reports that a preliminary hearing for
19-year-oldSeth E. Wallen of Hopkinsville is set for 2 p.m. in
Christian County District Court.
Wallen is charged with shooting 38-year-old Corey 'Big Ike"
Trice to death a week ago.
Trice coached youth teams every Saturday morning of basketball
and football seasons for at least a decade. He was found in front of
his mother's home after being shot multiple times on Oct. 9.
Hopkinsville Police Sgt. Rick McCormack says a "concerned
citizen" provided the tip that led to Wallen's arrest.

Family, friends hold vigil for missing couple
RICHMOND. Ky
-- Faintly and friends held a vigil
marked by song and prayer for a central Kentucky couple missing
since June.
Sonsoray Warford and Charles Walker disappeared from their
home in Richmond five months ago. WKYT-TV in Lexington
reports that dozens of friends and family gathered Saturday afternoon at Catalpa Park in Richmond to draw attention to the couple.
Warford's father, Gregory Todd. says the vigil shows no one is
giving up hope of finding the two.
There has been no sign of the couple since they disappeared
Family members says it's hard not to get discouraged as titne passes.

Ky. city turns to online auctions for supplies
D,ANVILLE, Ky.(API --- A central Kentucky city has turned to
online auctions to buy supplies such as road salt, water treatment
chemicals and a new city fire truck.
Danville city commissioners and an official with the company
running the sales says the method appears to be saving the city
money.
Jock Kinnett, a representative of Louisville-based eBridge, told
the Danville Advocate-Messenger that the city saved 16 percent
on chemical purchases over the previous year.
The company organizes auctions for public procurement in
timed setting, much the same way an eBay auction is operated.
Kinnett said the company collects a percentage of the sale from
the seller after the city has paid the vendor.

UK athletics bans independent newspaper at stadium

t •
Dr. Matthew Price \
Dr.Corey Forester

urinary leakage • pelvic prolapse • urinary urgency • urinary frequency

Free Health Seminar
Thursday. October 21
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Associated Press
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Ky. man survives crash, killed by power line

The couple's 1999 gold Chrysler 300 is also still missing.
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LEXINGTON. Ky. i AP) — University. ot Kentucky officials are
prohibiting staffers of the independent student newspaper
Kentucky Kernel from distributing copies at Commonwealth
Stadium before football games.
UK spokesman Jay Blanton said distribution of the free paper
violates an $80 million contract with sports marketer IMG that
gives the firm exclusive media and advertising rights to all UK
sports.
"No one is limiting the right to free speech." Blanton told the
Lexington Herald-Leader.
Blanton, who was editor-in-chief of the Kernel during the 198889 school year, said Kernel staffers are free to hand out the newspaper on the public sidewalks around the stadium.
But Jon Fleischaker, a Louisville lawyer and First Amendment
expert, said Commonwealth Stadium is public property.
"Anybody — not just the students -- anybody has the right to
go onto public property and distribute infonnation," Fleischaker
said. And, he said, they don't have to have permission from anyone to do so.

•Conway...
From Front
The headquarters building is
located at the corner of Chestnut
and North Eighth streets in
Murray.
Conway, now serving as the

Commonwealth's
Attorney
General, is running against
Republican candidate Dr. Rand
Paul of Bowling Green for Sen.
Jim Bunning's seat in Congress.
Bunning is not running for re
election.

III Trial...
From Front
Wednesday', Oct. 20. 2010 concerning bond modification.
Brogdon was killed by a single shotgun W ound to the

abdomen during an apparent
argument with Agee at her
Poplar Street home, according
to Mun-ay Police. Agee remains
in Calloway County Jail under a
$500,000 bond.
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Barbara Billingsley,
Beaver Cleaver's
TV mom,dead at 94
By CHRISTOPHER WEBER
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) - the afiecnon people tad for "Leave a
to Beaver" many years after the series ended was a source of both
surprise and satisfaction for Barbara Billingsley. who endeared herself to TV viewers with her gentle portrayal of the mother of Beaver
and Wally
"We knew. we were making a gt)od show. because it WilS so well
written," Billingsley once said. "But we had no idea what was
ahead. People still talk about it end write letters. telling how much
they watch it today with their children and grandchildren.''
The 94-year-old Billingsley', who played June Cleaver in the
1950s-1960s television series. (lied Saturday after a long illness at
her home in Santa Monica. said family spokeswoman Judy
Twersky.
When the show. tlebuted in 1957, Jerry Mathers. who played
Beaver, was 9, and Tony Dow, who portrayed Vv'ally, was 12.
Billingsley's character. the perfect stay-at-home mom. was always
there to gently but firmly nurture both through the ups and downs of
childhood.
Beaver. meanwhile. was a typical boy whose adventures landed
him in one comical crisis Ater another.
Billingsley's own two sons
said she was pretty much the
image of June Cleaver in real
life. although the actress disagreed.
"She was every: bit as nurturing, classy. and lovely as 'June
Cleaver.' and we were so proud
to share hcr with the world." her
son Glenn Billingsley said
Saturday.
She did acknowledge that she
may have become more like
June as the series progressed.
think what happens is that
start writing about
writers
the
AP Photo/File
In this undated file photo, you as well as the character they
"So you
frorn !eft, Tony Dow as Wally, created." she once said.
son of all mixed up. I
become
Barbara Billingsley as June,
think."
Hugh Beaumont as Ward and
A wholesome beauty. with a
Jerry Mathers as Beaver. the lithe figure. Billingsley began
cast of the TV series "Leave acting in het elementary school's
it to Beaver'', pose for a pub- plays and soon discovered she
licity portrait. Billingsley, who wanted to do nothing else.
gained the title supermom tor
Although her beauty and figher gentle portrayal of June ure won her numerous roles in
Cleaver. the warm. support- movies from the mid-1940s to
ive mother of a pair of preco- the mid-1950s, she failed to
cious boys in "Leave it to obtain star status until "Leave it
Beaver." has died Saturday, to Beaver," a show that she
almost passed on.
Oct. 16. She was 94.
"1 was going to do another
series with Buddy Ebsen for the same producers. but somehow it
didn't materialize." she told The Associated Press in 1994. "A couple of months later I got a call to go to the studio to do this pilot
show. And it was 'Beaver.'"
After "Leave it to Beaver" left the air in 1963 Billingsley largely
disappeared from public view. for several years.
She resurfaced in 1980 in a hilarious cameo in "Airplane!" playing a demure elderly passenger not unlike June Cleaver.
When flight attendants were unable to communicate with a pair of
jive-talking hipsters. Billingsley's character volunteered to translate.
saying "I speak jive." The three then engage in a raucous streetslang conversation.
"No chance they would have cast me for that if I hadn't been June
Cleaver," she once said.
She returned as June Cleaver in a 1983 TV movie. "Still the
Beaver," that costarred Mathers and Dos( and portrayed a much
darker side of Beaver's life.
In his mid-30s, Beaver was unemployed. unable to cotnmunicate
with his own sons and going through a divorce. Wally, a successful
lawyer. was handling the divorce. and June was at a loss to help her
son through the transition.
"Ward. what w•ould you do'!" she asked at the site ot her husband's
grave. (Hugh Beaumont, who played Ward Cleaver, had died in
1982.)
The movie revived interest in the Cleaver family. and the Disney.
Channel launched "The New Leave It to Beaver" in 1985.
The series keit( a more hopeful view of the Cleavers. with Beaver
winning custody of his two sons and all three moving in with June.
In 1997 Universal made a "Leave it to Beaver" theatrical film with
returned for a cameo. howa new generation of actors.
ever, as Aunt Martha.
"America's favorite mother is now gone." Dow said in a statement
Saturday. "1 feel very. fonunate to have been her "son" for 11 years.
We were wonderful friends and I will iniss her very. much."
In later years she appeared from time to time in such TV series as
"Murphy Brown." "Empty Nest" and "Baby. Boom" and had a niesnoral* comic turn opposite fellow TV moms June Lockhart of
"Lassie" and Isabel Sanford of "The Jeffersons" on the "Roseanne"
show.
"Nov: some people, they just associate you with that one role
(June Cleaver). and it makes it hard to do other things." she once
said. "But as far as I'm concerned. it's been an honor."
In real life. fate was not as gentle to Billingsley as it had been to

RE-ENACTMENT: French and Indian
troops clash with the Bntish as cannons blazed during a battle re-enactment at Fort Massac Park in
Metropolis, Ill., Saturday during the
annual Fort Massac Encampment.
Thousands of visitors gathered at the
park for the event with hundreds in
period costume. According to park officials, the event did not re-enact any
particular battle that took place at the
historic 1734 colonial fort located on
the banks of the Ohio River.
rOM

decades. In the upcoming election. though, opposition to those
currently in charge was a huge
motivating factor to vote
Republican, he said.
"I don't have to tell you that
the majority of people, certainly

in our area, feel very strong,ly
that Barack Obama. Nancy:
Pelosi and Harry Reid are taking
this country in the exact opposite direction that it should be
going."
Whitfield said that becausc
many of the provisions of the

Ledger

Times

year earlier during a Whitfield
fundraiser to run for office. He
took aim at his incumbent oppo- ;
nent. Melvin Henley. who is a
that •
Republican
former
switched parties in 2(X)7
"If you elect me as a
Republican, you will get a
!
ehance to re-elect me as
Republican," he said.

III Accident...

Report: Farmer, aides took trip amid budget woes

From Front

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) -Agriculture
Kentucky
Commissioner Richie Farmer
and three aides spent $10,(XX)
on an eight-day Caribbean trip
as the state struggled with
budget cuts that led to worker
furloughs and Medicaid reductions, a newspaper reported.
HeraldThe Lexington
Leader. relying on state travel
records, reported that Farmer
and the aides attended the
annual meeting of the Southern
State
of
Association
Departments of Agriculture. or
SASDA. on St. Croix in the
Islands.
Virgin
U.S.
Participants stayed at The
Buccaneer hotel, a pink beach
front resort recently narned one
of the "Top Ten Classic
Caribbean Hotels."
Farmer is leaving the agriculture commissioner post after
eight years in 2011 to run as a
Republican candidate for lieutenant governor on a slate with
David
President
Senate
Williams, R-Burkcsville.
Despite the state's budget

and overcorrected, sending his
vehicle into the opposite lane.
Harrison reportedly overcorrected again. causing the vehicle to ovenurn. Both passengers. including Chad Fox, 35.
and Destiny' Dunlap, 16, both of
Mun-ay, were ejected from the
truck.
The vehicle came to final rest
in the road on the driver's side
facing east. All occupants were
transported by• the MurrayCalloWay County EMS to the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital. Fox was pronounced
dead at the hospital by the
Deputy
County
Callovay
Coroner. the KSP reported.
Hamson was admitted for his
injuries and Dunlap was treated
and released. Trooper Chambers
was assisted at the scene by
Trooper Brian DUVall, Calloway
County Fire-Rescue, Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad,
Murray Fire Department and
Murray-Calloway County EMS.
The investigation by Chambers
continues.

woes. Famier's spokesman Bill included about 13 hours of ;
Clary said Farmer was com- business sessions and an agrifortable with the trip's expense. cultural tour over the three :
Attendees discussed issues fac- days, June 23-25. But records
ing state agriculture officials. show that Fanner's delegation !
such as the farm bill in arrived June 21 and departed !
June 28. The group stayed for ;
Congress. he said.
"He was cognizant when he optional events sponsored by
went that there might be some the association, including golf
people who later question it," outings. a visit to a rum distill- •
Clary said. "But the commis- ery and a tour of the historic
sioner goes to this every year town of Christiansted.
Traveling with Farmer were
because he believes it's important. He is a past president of Rodman Craig Maffet, his
this organiz_ation and believes chief of staff; John Roberts,
that the networking with his executive director of consumer
and environmental protection:
peers is useful to him."
University of Kentucky and Robert Stout. the state vetpolitical scientist Don Gross erinarian. The four men also
said the trip could hurt bmught their wives.
Clary said the four men paid
Farmer's image.
"Ten thousand dollars isn't for their wives' travel and
necessarily' a lot of money for charged the state for their own
state government. which deals airfare. hotel rooms. food, regin the many millions of dol- istration and other related
lars," he said. "But it's a lot of expenses.
Farmer personally paid for a
money to most of us. The average Kentucky voter would love $100 "health spa treatment,"
to have that much money. for plus a $20 tip. that appeared on
their own Caribbean v•acation." his hotel bill. Clary said.
The SASDA meeting agenda

01•11.

June and her family.
• Born Barbara Lillian C'ombes in Los Angeles on Dec. 22. 1915.
she was raised by her mother after her parents divorced. She and her
first husband. Glenn Billingsley.. divorced %%hen her sons were
2 and 4.
Her second husband, dintctor Roy Kellino. died of a heart attaLk
after three years of marriage and just months before she landed the
"Leave it to Beaver" mle.
She married physician Bill Mortenson in 1959 and they remained
wed until his death in 1981.
Twersky said Billingsley's survivors include her sons, a stepson
and numerous grandchildren.
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health care overhaul won't take
effect until 2014, people were
nervous because they. don't
know what the full impact will
be. He said because of this
uncertainty, business owners
were reluctant to hire new people or expand.
McBee spoke about his background growing up in Calloway
County and how he decided a
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TARP worked better
than most will believe
P NEWS AN kLYSIS

Helen MaJICS%
(kt. 17. 2010, at
are incomplete at

Chad Fox
Chad Fox. 35.
Calloway CoUntv

By TOM RAUM
The government's giant bank
bailout may well have averted
a second Great Depression.
economists say. but a lot of
voters aren't buying it. Support for the program is turning into a kiss of death for
many in Congress.
Longtime Republican lawmakers — tarred by their votes
for the emergency' aid to banks,
insurance and auto companies
— have been sent packing in
priinaries. Fresh political attack
ads are lambasting candidates
from both parties for supporting the $7(X) billion package
President
Republican
that
George W. Bush pushed through
Congress at the height of the
financial crisis in October 2008.
The actual cost to taxpayers will be far less than the
original price tag. perhaps totaling $50 billion or less. But
it's been difficult for lawmakers to make the case that they
saved the nation from possible financial ruin — as some
economists suggest. It's far easier for opponents. espex:ially in
political sound bites, to portray' the issue as W'all Street
fat cats against ordinary Main
Street folks in the final-weeks
cacophony of the campaign.
Some recent examples:
•The U.S. Chamber of Commerce. the nation's most powerful business lobby, is spending millions on ads trying to
elect candidates who oppose
the TARP bailout and last year's
$814 billion stimultu package
— even though the chamber
supported both programs at the
time.
• Rep. Chct Edwards. DTexas. admits he's vulnerable
because of his TARP vote. "It
may cost me votes. It may
cost me an election," Edwards
told the Dallas Morning News
editorial board. "But it was the
right thing to do."
Some Republicans who supported the package have already
been cast aside: Sen. Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska and Rep.
Mike Castle of Delaware were
defeated in GOP primaries.
Republican Sen. Robert Bennett of Utah was rejected at a
GOP convention. where fellow
Republicans taunted him with
chants of "TARP. TARP."
particularly
Candidates,
those with ties to thc tea party
movement. have railed against
what they see as a "bailout
nation." TARP officially ended
two weeks ago when the government lost its authority to
tap remaining funds. Howev er. it is still possible for the
Treasury to add to any program that was in place as of
last June 25.
Despite the political venom,
the program has turned out to

be far less expensive than the
original $700 billion price tag.
As of Sept. 30. the government has spent $388 billion of
the $7(10 billion, and $204 billion of that has been repaid.
the Treasury Department said
Tuesday in a "Two-Year Retmspective" of the program.
Furthermore, the government
has received about $30 billion
in interest, dividends and stock
sales.
Thus, taxpayers right now are
on the hook for about $154
billion. But that doesn't include
future incorne and gains from
stocks and other assets still
held by the government from
aid recipients.
The White House projects the
program will end up costing
about $50 billion, possibly less.
That's down from the S66 billion the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office estitnated in August.
Some administration officials
suggest it could even wind up
earning taxpayers a small profit. Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner. in a cover letter to
the TARP report. noted the legislation had strong bipartisan
support when passed. Since
then. he said, "many have lost
sight of the pressing need" for
the program and have criticized it — wrongly, he suggested.
So why is TARP so
maligned? For inany voters.
the bailout program is a symbol of government meddling and
waste at a time when unemployment is at 9.6 percent and
budget deficits are soaring. It
was approved shortly after the
failure of Lehman Brothers.
one of the nation's largest investment banks. as credit markets
were freezing up in fear.
"It was clear that when
Lehman went down. we were
within hours of no ATM
machines working any more,"
said GOP strategist Rich Galen.
The bailout "was unfortunately necessary." Galen said. and
then it was followed by disclosures of big bonuses. executives' golden parachutes. golf
outings and parties while Wall
Street banks took government
money. But listen to nearly
any economist and the program has been a big success.
"Even though it could have
been done better. it saved the
banking system by stabilizing
it," said Joel Naroff, president
and chief economist for Naroff
Economic Advisers. "If we had
let the system crash and burn.
we probably would have lost
a couple of other large banks
and maybe another 500 or 1.000
small and mid-sized banks. it
would have been a total disaster without it."

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necevsarily reflect the editorial opinion of the Murray Ledger & Times.
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U.S. tax code in need of complete overhaul
Most people believe that the
United States needs to reforni
its tax code.
The current system is overburdensome
ly-complicated.
and outdated. It unfairly hits
many Americans harder than
others and creates loopholes
which exempt certain groups.
Worst still. our tax system
has pnwen to be a hindrance
to economic growth and job
creation in many instances.
Many proposals are pending in Congress to simplify
our tax code and eliminate provisions which unfairly target
hard-working Americans.
For example, the Federal
Estate and Gift Tax, more commonly referred to as 'the "Death
Tax," is imposed on the transfer of all taxable estates and
gifts of a deceased person
passed onto a beneficiary.
This tax is consistently
ranked as the least fair and
most unpopular tax in America and nearly 75 percent of
Americans, including myself.
believe it should be repealed.
The AMT is another tax
which needs to be repealed to
shield millions of middleincome Americans front a substantial tax increase in January.
Current law protects approximately 15 million Americans
from having to pay the AMT.
However, this provision is set
To the Editor.
Recently I heard a local
radio broadcast that seemed to
unwittingly juxtapose two interesting political realities.
For those that did not hear
or comprehend the message
conveyed in that broadcast,
here is the message.
The commentator said Gov-

to expire in January which will
subject 28 million Americans
to the tax. Congress can fix
this by repealing the AMT.
Many experts believe one
way we could simplify our tax
code is by replacing our current tax system with a simple.
straightforward sales tax.
The Fair Tax Act. which
has been in five successive
Congresses. is an example of
a bill that could do that. The
bill abolishes all federal personal and corporate income
taxes,. gift. estate. capital gains.
alternative minimum. Social
Security, Medicare. and selfemployment taxes and replaces
them with one simple. visible,
federal retail sales tax.
This would allow workers
to keep their entire paychecks
and retirees to keep their entire
pensions. Kentuckians know far
better than Uncle Sam how to
spend their hard-earned dollars
and a bill like the Fair Tax
Act could help ensure taxpayers are able to decide where
their dollars go.
The Fair Tax Act could also
go a long way in helping to
spur economic growth and create jobs.
The bill completely eliminates federal taxes imposed on
business expenses, which would
give business owners additional capital to expand their ventures and bring new employ-
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Additionally,
the Fair
Tax Act
would
abolish
capital
gains as
1S
well
the Estate
and Gift
taxes.
U.S. Rep. Ed
This
Whitfield. Rwould
Kentucky
allow
K e n tucky's small business owners
and farmers to pass on their
life's work to their families.
While some people say the
sales tax implemented under
the Fair Tax Act would be too
high, it's important to remember that one sales tax would
replace all other taxes. so this
would be the only federal tax
citizens pay.
Additionally. many economists say the prices for all goods
and services would drop substantially under this plan. Currently. consumers of goods and
services pay all of the taxes
imposed during the various production and manufacturing
stages. through higher costs for
products.
It is estimated that under
the Fair Tax Act the prices of

goods and seryices would
decline by approximately 25%,
not only balancing out any
sales tax implemented under
the Fair Tax, but in many eases
reducing overall costs.
It is also important to remember that under most versions
of the Fair Tax anyone whos
income is at or below th
poverty level would not
impacted by the tax.
For example. a family of
four making roughly $30,000
would receive a nearly $7.000
rebate every year to offset the
cost of the tax.
As of this date, there has
never been a hearing held in
the Ways and Means Committee on the Fair 'Fax, and so
we do not anticipate it wouid
be adopted anytime soon.
The reason for this is that
even though the existing system is extremely complicated.
there would have to be a national debate about the benefits
and consequences of the Fair
Tax Act before it can ever be
implemented.
1 do believe we should continue to elevate this issue and
have a national discussion about
it. Simplifying our tax code
will go a long way in easing
the tax burden on individuals
and businesses and, in turn.
help turn our economy around
and put Kentuckians to work.

OUR READERS
WRITE
ernor Beshear has raised so
much money for his re-election campaign that it may not
be possible for anyone to defeat
him. In literally the next breath

V Lifters rnay be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
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-@munrayledger.com.
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he cited a recent study which
concluded Kentucky was the
worst governed state in America. Better government will
iesult only when voters make
better choices on Election Day.
We can start in November.
Sincerely.
Bill Cowan
Murray. Ky.
To the Editor:
On September 25, !Murray
celebrated being designated a
Playful City (the only city designated in KY I by having a

.••
••;

Day of Play at Central Park.
Many people, agencies, clubs,
and groups worked very hard
to make it such a great success.
The day's success was due
to everyone's efforts, but three
people are responsible for making the myriad aspects of day
come together. Pat Harrington. Clayton Hendricks, and
Crystal Manus spent numerous
hours planning and organizing
all the events and getting
helpers.
Great job you three; and a
special thanks for all your time,
efforts and dedication to the
youth in our Murray-Calloway
community.
Jean Bennett
Murray, Ky.
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Top 400 charities see billions less in donations

Obituaries
Richard Hoffman

ger.cont

Monday.(ktolser 18. 2010 • 5

WASrlINCITON (AP) - A
RIL hard Hofftnav, Ss, of Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 17. 2010. at new rar king of the nation's 400
his home. Arrangements are incomplete at the Jai Churchill biggest charities shows donations dropped by 11 percent
Funeral Home
overall last year as the Great
Recession ended - the worst
Helen Maness
since the
Helen Maness, 71, of Benton, formerly of Murray, died Sunday. decline in 20 years
began
Philanthropy
of
Chronicle
Oct. 17, 2010, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Arrangements
keeping a tally.
are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
The Philanthropy 4(X) report
to ise released Monday shows
Chad Fox
such familiar names as the
Chad Fox. 35, of Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 16, 2010. at Murray
United Way and the Salvation
Calloway Connty Hospital.
based
near
Army, both
Born Oct. 14, 1975 in Murray, he worked in Washington, continue to domiconstruction and was of the Baptist faith.
nate the ranking, despite the
He was preceded in death by his father. Dorsey 2009 declines. The survey
Fox.
accounts for $68.6 billion in
Fox is survived by his fiance. Tracy Harris of charitable contributions.
Murray; mother, Norma York Boaz of Aurora;
An earlier report by the
daughter. Fiona Kay Fox of Calvert City; three sis- Giving USA Foundation found
ters. Tressia Kay Pridemoie of Murray. Regina Fay overall
giving
charitable
Pridemore Bedwell and husband, Chris of Cadiz.
and Karen Sue Fox of Mayfield; and several nieces.
nephews, great-rieces and great-nephews.
Fox
Funeral service will be held Tuesday. Oct. 19,
2010, at 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev.
Greg Wells officiating. Rana! will be in the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be held today, Monday, Oct. 18,
2010, from 4-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
WASHINGTON (AP)-"...
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Chad Fox Family. 201
of the abundance of the heart the
South 3rd Street, Murray, KY 42071.
mouth speaketh." Luke 6:45b
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneraiYour mouth may be telling
home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral your doctors boy.. healthy your
Home.
heart is.
Recent research has estabHerbert Boyle
lished links between gum disFuneral services for Herbert Boyle, 88, of Murray. were held ease and heart disease.
today, Monday, Oct. 18. 2010 at 11 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill
And oral hygiene can be a
Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Burial foi- factor in other conditions such
l% lowed in the Murray Menrional Gardens.
as psoriasis and rheumatoid
Boyle died Thursday. Oct. 14, 2010, at the arthritis, among others.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"Inflammation seems to be
Born in Stewart County, Tenn.. on Feb. 21. 1922. the common" factor. according
to the late David Hom Boyle and Annie Champion Boyle. he was a to Dr. Vincent E. Friedewald,
of The
editor
retired farmer and carpenter. He was also an Army veteran of WWII associate
American Journal of Cardiology
and a member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
In addition to his parents, Boyle was preceded in death by two and lead author of the Editors'
infant sons, Randall and David Boyle; sister, Clemis Newberry; two Consensus: Periodontitis and
brothers, Carmel and Orville Boyle; one half-brother, Marvin Boyle: Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular
Disease written with Dr.
seven half-sisters; and one grandson, Robbie Banker.
He is suryived by his wife, Deloris Taylor Boyle of Murray, Kenneth S. Korman, editor in
whom he married on Dec. 6, 1968, in Calloway County; three chief of the Journal of
daughters, pain Banker and husband, Ron of Smyrna. Tenn., Angela Periodontology, and others.
Inflammation both helps and
Darnell and husband, Chris of Murray; and Annie Dukes and husband. Rodney of Murray: one son, Gary Boyle and wife, Deborah of harms the body. Friedewald
fight
Murray; eight grandchildren, Ricky and Jeffrey Boyle, Melissa said. It can help in the
On the other
Banker, Samantha, Jeremy and Jarrett Darnell, Dakota and Megan against infection.
side of the coin. chronic inflamDukes; and two great-grandchildren.
mation such as that from severe
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the V.F.W. Marker at
or untreated gum disease) is
the City Park and can be sent to the V.F.W. Post 6291, PC) Box 827.
known to have adverse effects,
Murray, KY 42071.
lOnline condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfunera
home.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

decline() 3.6 percent last year.
That report included giving to
private foundations and to
smaller charities, while the
only
survey
Chronicle's
includes top charities raising
money from the public.
"It shows that cluumies are
really having a tough time. and
this is some of the most successful charities in the United
States." Chronicle Editor Stacy
Palrner said. "Usually bigger
charities are more resilient. so
that's the part that is still surprising."
The top charities may have
taken such a hit as giving shifted
to smaller, local groups and
because people gave less money
to arts and cultural groups,
Palmer said. Plus, even thoug,h

Lii,
hal.intc
the rece,,ion ha. (officially ,on. and in
ended. unemployment remains year really cut back in y.h.it the%
high at nearly 10 percent nation- gave to charity." he said.
The Salvation Army also 1-.
ally and the economy continues
grappling with how to lure
to sputter.
The Salvation Army. based in younger donors and is ramping
Alexandria. Va.. maintained its up its digital video marketing
No. 2 ranking after the United and social networking strategies.
Way. with $1.7 billion in contri- :IN It ha• previously relied (on an
butions, despite a de.cline of 8.4 older dennigraphic that lived
through World War I and World
percent.
"The only caveat is our A'ar 11. Last week, the Salvation
Christmas was extraordinary.- Army signed its first agreement
said Major George Hood. the to receive donations by text
Salvation Army's head of com- message. which it will roll out
munity relations. The group's this Christnias Sea 4.011, Flood
red kettle campaign raised a said. Text donations have risen
record $130 million in 2(X)8 and in popularity in the past year for
surpassed that in 20(.)9 to raise groups like the Red Cross.
which encouraged such dona$139 million.
"The American public really tions after the earthquake thai
dug deep during the holiday sea- devastated Haiti.
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Ernestine Mathis
Graveside funeral services for Ernestine Mathis, 87. of Benton,
were held yesterday, Sunday, Oct. 17, 2010, at 2 p.m. at Marshall
County Memory Gardens with the Rev. Roy Brown officiating.
Interment was at Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Mathis died Thursday. Oct. 14, 2010. at Murray-Calioway
County Hospital in Murray.
A member of Lakeview Baptist Church, she retired as a food
service worker from North Marshall School.
In addition to her parents, Gilbert and Monte° Haynes Colson,
she was preceded in death by her husband, Hugh Irvan Mathis; and
two brothers, Edgar Colson and Eldred Colson.
She is survived by two daughters. Paula Powell and Gail Powell,
both of Benton; one son, Ronnie "Buck" Mathis of Grand Rivers;
one sister, Betty Wilson of Benton; three brothers, George Colson,
Herman Colson and Paul Colson. all of Benton; five grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren; and one great-great-grandchild.

Jay Crass
A graveside service for Jay Crass, 46, of Murray. was held yesterday. Sunday, Oct. 17, at 4:30 p.tn. at Williams-Billington
Cemetery with the Rev. Darrell Walker officiating. Pallbearers were
Robert Crass, Cameron Dick, Mike Vance, Dustin Vance, Brandon
Vance and Reece Miian.
Crass died Thursday, Oct. 14, in Metropolis. !II. Born Jan. 5.
1964 in Calloway County, he was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist
Church.
He was preceded in death by his father, Homer Dee Crass; his
brother, Daniel Crass; and his grandparents, Hayden and lone
Billington Morris.
He is survived by his mother, Ruth Morris Cra.ss, of Murray: his
sisters, Wanda Coomer and husband. Lafon. of Eddyville, Evelyn
Torres and husband, Sam, of Toledo, Ohio, and Diana Clowers and
husband, Randy, of Phoenix, Ariz.: his brothers, Joe Crass and wife,
Cindy, and Mark Crass and wife, Anita, both of Murray; and aunt.
Ann McNeely of Aurora.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Stacy Brandon Washburn
Celebration of life services for Stacy Brandon Washburn. 52, of
Murray, were held yesterday, Sunday, Oct. 17. 2010, at 2 p.m. at the
Almo Church of Christ.
Washburn died Thursday, Oct. 14, 2010, at her home.
Of Church of Christ faith, she was preceded in death by her parents, Joe and Ardath Brandon.
She is survived by a son. Wesley Brandon of West Palm Beach.
Fla.; a daughter, Tavia ()live of Murray; five aunts, Rhonda Smith.
Ernestine Hargis, Betty Ball, Rita Overby and Rachel Rogers; and
several cousins.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Tavia
Olive, c/o Murray Bank. 700 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmilleacotn.
Arrangements were handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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BALTIMORE (AP) - An
off-duty Baltimore police detective out celebrating his birthday
was killed by a blow to the head
with a rock or piece of concrete
during a fight over a parking
space, and investigators on
Sunday were questioning two
suspects. authorities said.
Fellow officers, meanwhile.
vvere at the side of grieving family members overnight at the
Bayview
Hopkins
Johns
Medical Center. where emertaken
had
crews
gency
Detective Brian Stevenson, an
I8-year veteran with the departspokesman
police
ment,
Anthony Guglielmi said.
Stevenson. who would have
turned 38 on Sunday. was celebrating his birthday with a friend
Saturday night when he started
fighting over a parking space.
The dispute escalated.
Then, Guglielmi said."A suspee( pulled a rock or large piece
of concrete from the ground and
struck the officer with it."
Guglielmi said he did not
know whether the object was
thrown at Stevenson. or how the
detective was struck.
However, Stevenson sustained head trauma and died
later that night.
The suspects were described
only as a man and a woman.
Police said earlier Sunday that
they hoped to make an arrest
soon.
"Once they struck the officer
they fled," the spokesman said.
Guglielmi said the attack
happened in a safe part of town.
He said he lacked the words
"to describe how heinous this
act of violence is for something
as truly petty as a parking
space.Please Re-Elect

Items

Is

Balt. Police
officer killed
in parking
dispute

270-753-1916
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but even in acute situations such
as bouts with influenza and
pneumonia, the chances of having a heart attack are greater for
those with underlying risk.
"The closer to the heart, the
more likely the heart will be
affected," Friedewald said,
adding that heart attacks are
more common in flu season.
In the first few moments of a
recent interview. Friedewald
touched on the connection
between the health of the heart.
gums,joints and skin.
"The body is one unit," he
said, despite the pragmatic
organization of the health professions into specialties and subspecialties according to the body
organs and systems. And, he
said, the parts of the body "talk
to each other," the skin coinmunicating with the artery. for
instance, both possibly affected
by inflammation. Periodontal
disease basically starts as an
infection. The body fights that
infection, Friedewald said, but
there can be adverse effects.
"Sometimes the body doesn't
know if something is foreign or
not," he said.
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National Parks Tour
June 16-27, 2011

Highlights...Scottsdale • Lake Powell
• Grand Canyon • Bryce • Zion • Salt Lake (_'ity
• Grand Teton & Yellowstone National l'arks
• Old Faithful • Sheridan • Bighorn Mountains
• Mount Rushmore • Crazy Horse Memorial

Join Us For Slideshow Presentation
Thursday, October 21 • 5:00 p.m.
Murray Office
630 N. 12th St.
270-7594852

Vi3it www.bankofcadiz.com
to view our travel
club calendar

BANK cf CADIZ
& TRUST CO.
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been named to the Deans List
tor the online program for terms
fis.e and six from Buena Vista
University. Students named to
the Dean's List must have a minimum grade point average of 3.5
for the two terms. based on 4.0
grade point system. and must
have taken at least 12 hours of
coursework Sheesley received a
perfect 4.0 grade point average

Dexter town will meet
Datebook
Sanci Teague
Community
editor

Ladies of the
Saks

46
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HAPPENINGS
A!
This week has been a busy one We
gave Annita the week off to spend
with Charlie and Frn 110 51.1fe what
we were thinking Of course Linda
has done a wonderful Job keeping
everything going We ail have
worked twice as hard trying to show
her we can handle things without her
Let's just say we are looking forward
to Monday and her return
We all have sore arms after receiving ow tlu shots on Tuesday When
the flu selson comes around we will
be prepared and hopefully stay
health!, On luesday night Murray
State students same and played
i n..igko with us We had a great time
,,,,,
13
.‘nd I kr.ow Mitzi and enjoyed the
On Wednesdax we played Family
Feud l'h more student, and had a
,nipctiti.,e game Of course
we though, all our answer, were
good ones and ,,ur points showed we
were nght
Thursday afternoon we took a quiet
dme to LBL ended tip anything
elk and some
but quiet We ,a
were up close and personal Martha
and Erma thought they were going to
come on in through the window. It
scared me .4, had that I shut the van
door Just in case Ix decided he wanted some of our supper
We finished the week up with some
(poet games and relaxing on the
porch We are glad thii week is
behind UN ..:17d look lorward to what
we have next We are nexer sure what
exiting things are pLumed for u, in
the future
...Nothing eke looks or feels like
home but we come close
S4 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone 1270) 759470C • 1-S8A-231-5014

The Murray Middle School Site Base Decision Making Council
will meet in regular session on Tuesday. Oct. 19. at 4 p.m. in the
Library Media Center. All interested are inv.ited to attend.

Charlie McKenney
City Council
Owner/Operator CUM Construction
for 30+ years
Pari

Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
The Mun-ay Elementary Site Base Deci.ion Making Council w tit
meet Tuesday.. (kt. 19. at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room
Murray Elementary..

Photo provided

BIRTHDAY: Thelma Welch of Murray celebrated her 104th
birthday on Sunday. Oct 17. Born in 1906 in Texas. she is a
retired school teacher She celebrated with friends and family
at her home here In Murray.

.1 1orlalP
,

The E,ast Calloway Site Base Decision Making Council will meet
Tuesday. Oct. 19. at 4 p.in. in the Teacher's Lounge.

,;haron Wells group will meet
'
I he Sharon Wells group of First Baptist Church WMU will meet
Tuesday. Oct. 19, at 10 a.m. in the church ehapel. Martha Moore •
hostess and Norma Wallis will present the program.

l'ransit Authority will meet
The Murray Calloway Transit Authonty will hold its monthly
board meeting on Tuesday•, Oct. 19. at 9 a.m. at the MCIA Tran,tt
Center, I I 11 Transit Way.

Hardin senior citizen.s to hold breakfast
Photo provided

HOLIDAY MARKET: The women of First Christian Church will
host their annual Noel Market and Soup Luncheon on
Saturday. Nov. 6, from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Features include
beautifully crafted gifts: two raffles for an antique quilt and
crotcheted afghan; and a bake shop. New this year will be an
alternative gift table. The opportunity to -shop fore and give an
alternative gift benefits children both iocally and around the
world. Coffee will be available and a soup and cornbread
luncheon will be served from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tickets
for the luncheon and the raffles may be purchased at the door.
Pictured are a few of the items available at the market.

MINC to host
political forum
The Murray Woman's Club will host a political forum for all candidates for office in the Murray'. Calloway. and district races. on
Monday. Oct. 25. at 7 p.m. at the club house. 704 Vine Street.
Murray.
Family and friends ot the candidates are eneouraged to attend.
Early arrival is recommended for seating.
Prior to the forum. a barbecue Meal will he served from 5-6:30
p.m. in the lower level (il the club house. A donation of S7 is suggested. Carry-outs will be av ailable. All proceeds will benefit the
MWC roof fund.
For more information. call Kay W. Ray. organizer, at 753-5851_
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Murray' Chapter #616 of 'TOPS Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For inforrnation. call Sheila at 227-1723.

Calloway Middle SBDM to meet
The Calloway County Middle School Site Base Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday. Oct. 20. at 3:30 p.m. in the 1.ibrary
Media Center at the middle school. The public is invited to attend.

WKEC Board of Directors to meet
The next meeting ot the WKEC Board of Directors will be
Wednesday. Oct. 20. at the WKEC Conference Center in Eddyville
beginning at 9:30 a.m. and concluding by noon.
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Bank of Cadiz plans trip
The Bank of Cadiz Travel Club is planning to tour several
National parks in the Western United States next sumnter. The trip
will be June 16-27, 2011. A slideshow presentation will be held at
the Murray office, 630 N. I2st St. on Thursday, Oct. 21, at 5 p.m.
for those interested. Highlights of the trip include the Grand
Canyon, Salt Lake City. Grand Teton and Yellowstone. Old Faithful.
the Crazy Horse Memorial and more. For more information. call
759-4852.

Lions Club to hold candies sale

C
:s(

The Murray Lions club is holding its filth annual Califomia
"See's- Candies Sale. Available are truffles, toffee-ettes. peanut
brittle. chckolates and more. Order frotn any Lions Club member or
call 753-3080 until Nov. 5. Pick-up is first week in Dec.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the
pantry for the clients. They are spinach. green beans. tuna. salmon.
Jiffy C'orn Meal mix. instant potatoes. cereal. macaroni and cheese,
instant oatmeal; freczer/cooler items needed arc eggs. fresh fruits
and vegetables. frozen nieat and vegetables; personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies needed arc dish liquid, toilet paper. shampoo and
toothpaste; also large brown paper bags. 'These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray. between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Need Line is an United
Way.' Agency. For information, call 753-6333.
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Open five days a week.
Call Now For An Appointment 753-6100
tallowaymuntrillroprecticcom
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The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category' and early registration is recommended. For more information. contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

CALLOWAY
:

Dr. Scoti Focter

The Hardin South Marshall Senior Citizens will hold a country
ham breakfast on Tuesday. Oct. 19. fmm 6-9 a.m. Cost is 54 for all
you can eat. Everyone is welcorne

JIM ABRAP

Bank plans Caribbean cruise

r,,.
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Music Department will hold meeting
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club K ill hoid an
open meeting on Tuesday., Oct. 19. at 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. 503 Maple Street. Special progam will be by
Joan Bowker featuring the FUMC Adult Handbell Choir. Guests are
weleome. Hostesses will he Joanne Niffenegger. Sally DuFordFoley. Kathy Mowery.. Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph.

East Calloway SBDM council to meet

Ladies of
Cowan Club

Vote

Quilt Lovers will meet

Murray Middle SBDM will meet

Ttte Ladies of the Oak met
W'ednesday. Oct. 13, for golf
play at the Oaks Country Club.
The winner were Mary Alict.
Smith. Cynthia Darnall, Judy'
Hooper, Bronda Parker and
Patsy Woodall.
The potluck luncheon scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 20.
has been canceled. Golf
remained scheduled for that day
if inclement weather. the ladies
will play bndge.

Cheryl Pittman was the hostess for the regular golf play for
the Ladies of Murray Country
Club regular golf play on
Wednesday, Oct. 13.
The winners were as follows:
Championship Flight: Debbie
Hixon; First Flight: Cyndi
Cohoon: Second Flight: Barbara
Gray; 9 Holers • First Place:
Cheryl Pittman; and Second
Place: Rainey Apperson. Low
Putts: Pat Miller and Chip In•
Debbie Hixon.
The ladies will play regular
golf on Wednesday. Oct. 20, and
will be paired at the tee. If
inclement weather. ladies will
play cards. Hostess will be Ann

Dexter will hold a town meeting at the Dexter
Community Center on Tuesday. Oct. 19. at h
p.m. Hotdogs and chili available. Everyone iv
ored

The Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. Oct. 19. at 6 p.m.
at the Callow.ay County Public Library.

kefilake Ladies Golf
The Kentake Slate Park Ladies Golf League met on Wednesday,
Oct. 13. to play the weekly golf league play. Eleven ladies were
present.
The winners were Mary Madajczyk. Rhonda Phumprey. Betty
Judah and Lisa Toon Ina Horton had a chip in on hole #'9 and Lisa
Toon was closest to the pin on hole #I.
Others ladies playing were Brenda Land. Evelyn Blivins, Neal
Ann Bumett. Judy Skinner. Kay Norman and Joanne Welsch.
The season wall finish on Wednesday. Oct. 27. All interested lady
golfers are invited co join. After the game. the ladies will meet at the
lodge for lunch.

By

e-asail: communitynewstomurrayledger.com

Tuesday. Oct. 19. is the last day to order
Christma.s Portraits for the Calloway County
Family Resource C'enter fundraiser. For
more information. call 762-7333 or 971441542

for the two terms.
Buena Vista University is a
regionally acclaimed university
that relentlessly focuses on
learning with innovative and
imaginative programs. The faculty. staff and students set and
meet the highest standards of
academic achievement, character, conscience and compassion.
For more information, visit
www.bvu.edu.
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Domestic vaolence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and times.
call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office ot
Calloway County at 759-2373.
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Productive Congress gets no respect from voters
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By BM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP) -- The
public panned it. Republicans
abstructed it. Many Democrats
fled from it. Even so. the session
of Congress now drawing to a
close was the most productive in
aearly half a century.
Not since the explosive years
of the civ•il rights mov•ement and
the hard-fought debut of government-supported health care for
the elderly. and poor have so
many big things --- love them or
hate them - been done so
quickly.
Gridlock? It may feei that way.
But that's not the story of the
11 Ith Congress -- not the story
history will rernember.
Democrats are dearly hoping
history won't repeat itself. In
1966. after Democrats created
Medicare and Medicaid and
passed civil right: laws. they go+
hammered in the election. losing
4a( seats in the House and four in
the Senate. They maintained
their majorities in both at the
time. but an identical result next
month would tum the House
over to Republicans.
In the 1960s Democrats paid
Ile price for events largely outside their control - an escalating war in Vietnam going badly.
rowdy anti-war protests and violence in Amencan cities. said
Linda FOWler, professor of government at Dartmouth College.
"I think that's what's going on
this time too." Fowler said.
"despite a very significant
record of accomplishment."
Democrats struggling now to
retain majonties in the House
and Senate must deal with a

public that is quick to blame
Washington for the prolonged
economic downturn, and that
resents the bank bailouts that
were actually passed by the previous Congress.
In terms of legislative successes. the current session ot
Congress is "at least on a par
with the S9th Congress- of
1965- I 966,
said
Norman
Ornstein, a scholar at the
American Enterprise Institute.
But. he added. Republicans
have done all they :ould to discredit Congress and Democrats
have failed to sell their agenda.
Moreover. it will take years to
fully feel the effects of the
health care law and financial
regulation.
"A world dominated by bickering and epithet-throwing and
bomb tossing in Washington
obscures acaomplishments."
Ornstein said.
Congress passed an S814 billion economic stimulus package
soon atter President Barack
Mama took office. tapping a
staggering sum of money to
avoid a full-blown depression.
Democrats have trumpeted the
gains from that etTort, hut know
it's not enough for restive voters. ".Arnericans still see themselves in a ditch.- said House
Majority Leader Steny Hoy•er.
The two other landmark acts
of this session were the health
giant step
care overhaul,
toward universal coverage that
had eluded presidents back to
Franklin Roosevelt if not Teddy
Roosevelt. and the Wall Street
accountability act.
Mama has also signed into
law at least a dozen other pieces
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ot legislation ot significance.
They include•
--Making college loans more
affordable
-The Cash for Clunkers program that helped rejuvenate the
auto industry.
-New. consumer protections
for credit card users.
-Malung it easier for women
to challenge pay discrimination.
-Increasing federal regula tion of tobacco products.
-Cracking down on waste in
Pentagon weapons acquisition.
-Making attacks based on
sexual orientation a federal hate
cnme.
businesses tax
-Giving
incentives to hire unemployed
workers.
-Tax credits for first-time
homeowners.
So where is the love'
Polls suggest three-fourths et
of
disapprove
Americans
Congress.
The 1960s were a time of
upheaval. and Medicare only
arrived after a bitter debate
echoing with cries from the nght
that socialism was on the march
in Amenca. Yet people had a lot
more faith in government to do
the nght thing, polls from that
time indicate.
And Medicare grew to be so
popular that Republicans. the
party that resisted it, have heen
quick to accuse Democrat, of
trying to cut it when they proposed to slow its growth and use
the savings to help provide rnedical care to millions who lack
health insurance.
An erosion of trust in institutions in general has enabled
Republican.s to .score points by

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Supreme Court won't
review a claim by a Texas death
row inmate who says his mental impairment should prevent
his execution.
The court said Monday
won't hear an appeal from
Michael Wayne Hall. A federal
trial judge and the 5th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
New Orleans have found that
Hall is not mentally impaired.
Hall scored 67 on an intelligence test at the time of his trial
for the niurder of a 19-year-old
woman in 1998; a score of 70
generally is the threshold for
impairment.
Hall and Robert Neville .1r_
shot Amy Robinson. a mentally
impaired woman who once
worked with them at a Dallasarea supermarket.
Neville was executed in
2006.

sint ,Jy•

McClendon tiled a missing person report with lcx:al police
when she realized her daughter was gone. The teen has never
been (diagnosed as a sex addict. the lawsuit says.
The lawsuit also names Warner Bros. Entertaminent and the
executive producers of the show as defendants
McClendon says her daughter suffered damages because the
2009 show -was undoubtedly watched by sexual des tants.
perverts and pedophiles"
The lawsuit seeks a jury trial and asks for SI million in compensatory damages and S2 million in punitive damages. It also
asks the court to bar the episode trom ever being aired again
on television or online.
W'arner Bros. Television Group spokesman Scott Rowe said
Sunday that the company had no comment
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Reservations Requirttl-C

503 Maple St., Murray. K1'
Fun for the Whole Family that includes:

Joe Bob's Chili Competition
and meal(5-6 p.m.):
$5 for a hot dog and lots of chili w/all the fixings
in the Social Hall

Games, activities, candy, and prizes
(6-8 p.m.)!
$2 for admission includes:
Carn"al
Game&

Trick or Treating

PetLing
Z001

The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 27. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send thisform
to PO. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071 no later than Oct. 27.
Telephone No._

From
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Costume Parade!
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LET THE PFIOFESSIONALS AT SIGNE-LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING

Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear

'795

Sale Price

Custom Digital
Completely in the Canal
Reg $2,904)

an and Panama
and early reg •
:ontact Brenda

Sale Price $19595

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg. k2,500

FREE HEARING TEST

QUANTIT1

Zip (.. och.

City

Street Address

@ 7:00

HEARING AID SALE!

:nal California
e-ettes. peanut
lub member or
dec.

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Navel Oranges, 4 /S Bushel

$18.00

Red Grapefruit, 4 / 5 Bushel

$18.00

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

$17.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$17.00

"Sunburst" Tangennes, 2/5 Bushel .............

$15.00

Holiday Gift Trio, 1 /2 Bushel (Oranges, Grapefrint

Appltsi

Orange luice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$40.50

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/17.50z. Cans

$34.00

Smoked Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans- NEW!

$36.00

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$30.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$33.6YJ

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$30.00

Mixed Nuts(5(r, Peanuts), 12/1 Lb. Cans

$54.00

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg. per case)

$49.50

Lightly Salted Skinless Peanuts, 12/17.50-z. Cans-NEW! . $34.00
$78.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$84.00

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$84.00

LIMITED TIME OFFER

Toasted & Salted Pecans, 12/8.50z. Cans.

$57.00

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 1-800-949-5728

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/8.50z. Cans.

$57.00

With This Coupon
Offer Expires on October 31, 2010

Sale Price

$1,595

I

G ca
STONE-LAN
REHABILITATION
HEARING

2620 Broadway
Paducah, KY
270-442-3561

270 Commercial Ave.
210 South 12th
Fulton, KY
Murray, KY
1-800-949-5728
270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at. www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Marion. KY
1-800-949-5728

TOTAL
PRICE

$15.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

ered
arc currently
ales and times.
•ach Office ot

By KATE BRUPABACK
Associated Press Viriter
ATI..atsiTA AP - -a Georgia woman is suing Tyra Banks
tor $ million after the said her 15-year-old daughter
appeared without her permiasion on an episode 4,1 Banks. ulk
show ahout teen se.s addicts
.i
In a lawsuit filed Oct in federal court in Atlanta. Beverf.
McClendon claims the show contacted the teen on her cell
phone atter she responded to a request on the show's wehsite
seeking -se addicts The girl was then picked up from her
home in Georgia in a Itino and flown to New York. where she
was put up in a hotel. all w about her mother's knowledge. the

Date.- October 20,2010
Time:7:30 a.m.(Breakfast Inducted)
Location:Curris Center Ballroom
Cost Chamber Members- s15
General Pubhc-s20

Wednesday, October 20th 5-8. p.m.

Reg SI 195

u replenish the
, tuna, salmon
mi arid cheese,
gs. fresh fruits
al hygiene and
shampoo anti
, may be taken
urray, between
ne is an United

Democrats cling to a Fa pe that
soters in the last two weeks
before the election will come to
J niore favorable view of how
the prarty handled health care
and the economy.
But in taking on issucs for the
history books. Democrats have
failed on some matters close to
the hearts of allies whose enema
s
in an election

i-rorvest
trootenctirtrw!

All Proceeds go to louth Nlissions

) tour several
tuner. The trip
will be held ai
1. 21, at 5 p.m.
de the Grand
:. Old Faithful.
formation, call

arguing that Democratic Bie
Government programs are
exploding the national Jeh(
Ornstein said. The result. he
added. is that not many
Democrats are ,ampaigniny
the benefits of the 'multi,
package. esen though one-third
ot it v.., tax ..uts Mat rit mone:.
m most people•s pockets
"The amazing thing is that we
product: e
has e had such
Congress despite the obstrucsaid
Hoyer
tionism:.
-Republicans and their media
have successfully sent out a
message that the Congress has

Ga. mom sues Tyra Banks
after teen appears on show

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can packs(10 oz. chocolate
covered cashews & 10 oz. chocolate covered almonds) .. $54.00
Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Oz. Cans .

$36.00

Please return this form by October 27 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 4207].
eeemilmanalh

ti • Monday. October 18, 2010
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Lev And Found
Aste Wanted
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Mears Esstaptesent
Sports Eautpment
Fsettrood
leusacal
Wane Horne Lots For Sae
Woes* Hornet re•r5ak,
WOO. Homes For Rent
liobee Home Lots For Rers
Ilustmess Rentals
Apartments For Rant
Rooms For Rent
no..For Rent
Storage Rentals
therionerusi Prooscs
Pets 1 Supplies
Livestock 4 Suppers
Public Sete
Lane For Ikea et Lee.

....... CLASSIFIED AD RATES ....
430
436
440
445
450
455
460
70
410
416
4110
415
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520
530
560
570

Real Email*
Lag hoperly
lots for Sae
Lot. For Rent
Fantle For Sale
Acreage
Wanes For Sao
lAcieorcycies ATV
Auto Parts
Span Mary Veraeles
Uled Cars
Vans
Uilect Sores
Campers
Roots I Wears
Sennces OftereO
Free Column
Tobacco I Supoles

DEADLINES

pis • '

Fri 10 lit,
Fri.10un.
Ilort.101,
110112 c*

Moo*
Smart Sive!
Today
liednesdrf
Thum*

Sk r,0 C, olumn 10,11 fdl I /isseunt 2nd Run,
4te . Oiscount 1rd Run.

53.35 per solumn inch extra for Monday thhopping Guidel

I IN; Alp-.
58.25 Firs1 Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.

Vtied.10 am.
Ther.100.
'Nut 12 pin,

Fr161
Ste*

The pubiasher maintains the right to remit! or edd any submitted matter ,
I'LcALL '1 1-14. 1.1 1.1.-.1 ‘l ; N's1; I i '.,. it, I ACI'l i i .
tile leelte.1,11..e1 N.-2 LAIK,N 3.1LAJS.S../1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. -- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Wailed

ADVERTISING SALES

, wen

Water District has filed an application vzith the Public Service
.r th increase its rates for water semi, Center Roige has not requeedrate increarie since 2003. and its cost have increased since then The
proposed effective date rif the change is November 152010.

Monthlx Rate
Curread.:
Schisii lax = $1922
r, 66
.,LtS.1111.1
MONTHLY RII ese
I -use srr RATE
SO,itiri

Ertiposed:
$26 05 • .3'; Tait e.• $26 84
AdaNTHLY BILL AT
PROPOSEL)g&Th

1'. School Tax = S I 9 22

$26 115 •

PFRCENT INCREASE
1)1'ER CURREN1
Tax = S2644
$39 6'.

rhe rates contained in this notice are the rates proposed by Center Ridge Water
ihstrict However. the Public Service Commiasion may order rates to be charged
;hat are higher or lower than the rates proposed in this notice
Anv corporation assixiation. bodily politic. or person max. request leave to inter•
cene by motion within thirty 1301days after notice of the proposed rate change
en A motion to intervene shall be in writing, shall he submitted to other
I.:crawls, Director. Public Service Commission. Post Offict Box 615. 211 Sower
li.cd , Frankfort KY 40602. and shall set forth the grounds for the motion,
ncluding the status and interest ot' the par-ty movant Copies of the application
be obtained at no charge from the utility office at Center Ridge Water
:
nct. 69 Marc-la-rite Blvd , New Concord. KY 42076 Upon request from ar
Acrienor. the ot:las shall furnish to the intervenor a copy of the application
aid supporting documents

The Murray
& Times is currendy
accepting resume. for thc position of
Advertising
Sales
Representame.
Responsibilities for this po'Mon include serY icing established accounts, developing ady errising plans arid developing new account, in
Munay and surrounding areas. You must en
working with the public arid he self-motivati.-d
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation. health and denial
plans. salary. plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

r• 1 i‘

r ter Ridge Water Distnet

.ti of Hazel will accept sealed bids for amphalt
-or-racing and pot hole repair on various streets
itthin the City of Hazel Specifications are availitile at City Hall Hazel KY Contact bv phone 1.270-49S-2254 Bids will be accepted until 12 00
r
Noxember 1 2010 Contacts may also be
..n ani Thursolax between 8 00 p m and
_
rcain either in person or by callirig 492-8872

C.A.
Jones
Management Grout) is
accepting applications
for the following positions fOr a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on
ist. 2nd. and 3rd snifts

Tuan
hrih diva TKL Enterpnses. LLC; dAsia
I >Ira, Vietnamese Cuisine, 1007 Walnut Street.
Murray. KY 42071 Hereby declares intenuonisi to
Apply for a Lirrsitecl Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage
le the Dr.nk lieensel s I no later than November 15
21/10 The business to be licensed will be located at
1407 Main Street, Murray, ICY 42071 Doing
business as Dinh's 'Vietnamese Cuisine The
wner managing mem. Tuan C Dinh of 1007
walnut Street. ?Hurray. KY 42071. Joint owner,
Kum C Dinh of 1007 Walnut Street, Murray. /CY
;2071 Any person, aseociation. corporation. or
la icily politic mav protest the granting of the hcenshi s
the Dept of Alcoholic Beverage Control,
Twilight Trail. Frankfort, KY 40601-a400.
30 days of the date of this legal publication

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
SiTli./WTRIato
YOUR

varE PO
PIE&
Paid tor by
Michael O. Conligy

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediateiy
so corrections can
be made.
PEVel
‘telels
Pelt II
Soiree Kis
, eellee eee

7534132• 29;-0.34,4

PERSIAN RUGS
& PAINTED
FURNITURE
:SALE
Oct. 29th-9am-6Pal
Oct 3001.10am-4pm
.
Olcititurray
.Post Office
. 201 S 4th St

PUMPKINS
•Jack-O-Uittlases
•Cindralla
•Small Sugar ONO
•Mtniature ofeita
Wright Fenn;
2241 Jones
Sparkman Ftd
(270)753-6836
(270)227-22S9

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers usirg this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates.

12:1
Lost and Found
FOUND: Male. orange,
cat weanng green and
white collar. near Coles
Campground Rd Call
270-75343822 for more
information.
JUST give US a cell,
we'll be glad to help,
Your toyed one we'li
tri to find,
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Custorner
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careers@chucisiones.net
✓
isit
www.chuckiones net
for
complete
lob
descreations
if hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc . a national non-profit
dedicated to empowering
Indic iduals
des elopmental disabilities is currently
seeking

Community Suppon Staff
in Benton, KN' FT & PT
upponunities asailable
Responsibilme.y include
assisting w daily living
skills & the deselopm
indeperdent comm.
tx !icing. administering
medication and complete

the applopnate documentation. and accompanying
indis'dual to & from
appointments actis dies
H S diploma CiED. a
salid Dnsees License w
a good driving record and
a clean background arc a
must' EOE Please submit
resume
to
Carla Spencenucomop or
270-906g or fax to
.1284

116.11111.1111,1tielit17( 11)01

Call 753-1916

APARTMENT Complex
has an opening for a
Full-lime Maintenance
sheinogf
Rea
luvrbtyip
tmnents
a
pe
pa
rsro
maintenance work on
the apartments. E-rrail
resume to P.O. Box
1040-1. Murray.

DLSCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
sin our classifieds
webpage

munayledger mu,
',,ou eel be redirected
to jobnetvsork corn
By default,
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
,n1 the rbnetwork com
are placed through
the Munay Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you have all,
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

DOMINOS pizza of
Murray is now hiring
full-time delivery drivers to wcrk dosing
shift Dnvers must have
a good dnving record.
dependable transportation. and insurance
We also takirg applications for assistant manager that can work any
shift Apply in person.
No phone calls please
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Mcitray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after TOOPM

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

resurnr
•u sales
. other 4;*itior 'Send tO' -PO Box 363
KY
• Edo
42071

Interested in buying
space in the mausoleum
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Call 270-307-2104 with
information

V. MeGary
'an

};otir Ao/it

Avoid inflationary cost

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

L ock in price, single pay of
payment plan

You are responsible hir the deductible that
Medicare does not pav $1.1/24 on Part .A. $1:45 .on

Part B ('all me for more information

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

CAMP SEP7TC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KY
'RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL .

753-9224
PLEASE.LEAVE- MESSAGE
. NICK.MCCLURE OWNER
THANKS FOR YOUR HUSINESS

,
,ftz.ssage Therayy•
Patty Reyes
r 2.4.t I 251

Domabc

Chikkare

_J
Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
years
ages
1-5
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is 5110/wk.
rate
is
Part-time
$23/day with a 2 oay
270-767minimum.
'177
KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings for chilctren
ages 6 months to 5
Reasonable
years.
Rates! Call 270-2930374
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES,OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502

opportunity
12411LIQUORS

S300k
270-534-1241

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repars'Upgrades
759.3556
140

Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
(Sollars, halves,
quarters. dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999
WANT
TO
BUY
Calloway County High
School Year Book
1970
Phone 270-227-3033

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 27°753-4161
JOHN Deere 316. double bagger mower.
good condition, runs
great, with all owners
manuals.
270-2931063
NEW 10x14 home
addition used for entry
way. bedroom or office
wired.
Insulated,
sheetrock, vinyl siding.
metal roof. $3,500 obo
270-978-0984
RICH top soil. red gravel for sale. 210-3781.
559-2032.
WOOD Stove. nearly
new. used 1/2 season.
18ft. double walled
chimney. floor guarci
Over 51.000 nevv. sell
all for $600 270-7532804

TA

on -sire halt massarie

t

Nat

t

k!ts

P31 -24/ -0/49.
.\111 1 Pint. 11
/
4.)

DIRT
,it
n ,A
t.
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

753-9075
(270)227-2193
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USEO APPLIANCES

Musical

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS

BEAUTIFUL
solid
wood office desk. (2)
metal office desk. filing
cabinets. water coder.
refrigerator.
microwave. and 12)
loveseats. 753-9036
CHASE Lounger. Love
Seat. & Couch. microfiber, $500. 270-2272684

(270)978-1961

2BR. CiFeA, all appliances. large master
bedroom. deck & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

•*OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA. beautifu
country setting on 3.5
acres. $2,950 down
$495/mo. 3380 Guthne
Rd. Paris
615-397-3171
14x64 Mobile Home. 6
lots. deep well & septic,
12x 18 screened porch.
big add on 270-4352614
1996 Spiral 3BR, 2BA
Mobile Home on rental
lot. Can siay or move
270-227-0423
2BR & Lot. $12.900.
270-753-6012
Franklin 16x70. excellent condition. purchased new. new ALC,
2BR, 2BA. 270-328FI259

MAIN
16X80 3BR. 2BA all
appliances furnished
Private lot. close to
town
and
school
$450/mo plus deposit
753-7930. 293-1761
2BR $295.00
753-6012
CAT D4E Dozer good
condition.
excellent
farm dozer Call 27°625-8290
John Deere Tractor
Mod 790 27 H P 4WD
with creeper gear, less
than 160 hrs Call 270474-2759
ask
for
Glinda

31 0
Want To Rent

I

WANT TO RENT
3BR. 2BA •
Within city ltrnits
Willing to pay up
co $1,000/mo rent

227-3998
320
Apartments For Rent

Firewood

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 293
1357 or 270-559 1424

3 & 4BR I
Available.
Various
Loc
Coleman RE 2.
9898
3BR. 1BA nc
Murray. with
large
and
Deposit require
0531.
3BR. carport,
backyard,
s
shade, sunroo
pets, $635(mo
293-6070

ip

Drage Rent
t-

A8F Warehoi
Near MSU $2
753-766f

4BR, C4-1/A, al! appli-

ances. Coleman RE
753-9898
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 293-3710 2934600

2hr 101, eiea
downiown
Murray
Lease and depose
required. 753 4109

G&C
STORAGE
PROPAh
119 E. Mz
(270) 753-6
Cell: (270) 29:
9 a.m. - 4 p.n

KEY MI
VVAREHO
1850 St Rt.
fvturray, KY
270-753-5

Calloway' Garden
Essex Dim ns
.Apartments

J&I, RENT
MIN1-STOR
720 S, 4TH

1509 Druguid Ms,
1BR & 2BR Apt,

1. rimer

270-753-8556
ct
EL/D 1-800-545-1833

6
Ext. 283 .
Equal oppertunIty

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom.
All appliances including
dryer
washer
&
S385,mo.
270-759
5885. 270-293-7085
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water. trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550eno.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

1
1
1
1
1

Gather UP
tarfkiriS

1
1
1
1
1
1

SubAct:be to lite
111R1141
MLR

Mobile Homes For Rent

Farm Equipment

4109

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

I

Home Delivery
Local Nisi!
I
3 mo.
$30.00
1
mo.
$35.00
3
6 MI).
$55.00
mo.
1 yr.
$105.00 6
$63
'0° I
1110.00
1 yr.
1
1
All Other Mail
Nest of
Subscriptions
$7s.00
3 mo
$70 50 ;nto.
6 mo
$96.00
-...$90410 6 mo.
$120.00 I yr.
1 y
$145.00
1
Money Order
1 Check
1
Name.
1
1
1
'ets
1
.-aati.
1
Pastime. l'h

Visa

Murray. KY 42071
Ali 1270) 75:3-1916

!2I

&

10X10 S25 10
12701 436-2
12701293-6

PREMIE1
MINISTORA
•Insicie climate
storage
*Security alai
*Safe & cle
•VVe sell bee
eNts rent U-H
753-960C
Commerical Prop.
Office Space Fc
Commercial Prc
1617 HWY 121
on by-pass be
Cut Above Ci
293-0670

DOG Obediem
(270)436-2858

T-Cup
Poodles Rec.
S425 270-519

Sj
1111
Aft Size
24/7 SL
81

75

MA'

Mail this soupiin with payment te
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

etsForR

4BR
Lease
&
Required
2)

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month. no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509
after 5:00.

Guitar, Piano
Drums & more.
Learn Any Song
L! Want!!!
Play By Ear!!!

12th SI

(270) 753-1713

2-0-73-2411

1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman
RE 7539898
2BR duplex No pets
753-0259

220

WARD-ELKINS
605E South

l Nor

L__
&

Call A.shley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson
753-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 S12.00 a week
2x1 S6.00.a week
13 week contract
Runs on Monday

1141:111t1 Itl Wel Opt-aril rill/1
• .1 **1

Irrevocable Medicaid
A ppri wed

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
?of ird • Morra% k si 420-1

FREE HELP IN CLAIM Eli ING FOR MY(Trews

L__

Merit Spe,tali,r

Pa

th. Der/midge.'

090

leant tu Buy
PAINTERS Needed
Experienced
Dependable 270-2260505

INSURANCE
Drm

Room for rent
scale Gatesb
home Fully fur
Includes ali
$400,mo
Mu
nghty 417-337-:

-- PREPLANNING

SINCE 1993.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
APPLICATION ANALYST
Henry Cot inty Meuical Center is seeking an
Application Analyst for our Information Systems
Department. Position will assume lead role
installation & testing ol new long term care
system Also responsible for ongoing support of
clinical and financial applications. Interested
candidates must have 1 to 2 years application
expenence and has worked as part of a team
that has installed a new IS system . Technical
or Associates degree and long term care IS
application experience preferred
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package, including Flealth,
Dental. and
Retirement Interested candidates may apply by
sending a resume, complete application on-line,
or appiy ir person.
Henry County Medical Center
ATTee Human Flesources
PO. Box 1030. Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
we/weenie-M.0T
cowenlithcmc-tmorg
Equal Opportt.nny Employe,

No phone calls.

NEW OWNERS
HOME -COOKING
seeking
Restaurant
experienced, reliable.
fast pace workers.
grill
dishwashers.
waiters
cooks. and
Apply at
Day-Shift
Rudy's Restaurant

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PECO

VISA

d

"W"d
NOTICE

NOW LEAS
1. 2 & 3bedroor
We accept Se
8 voucher
Apply at Mur-C
902 Northwoc
Munday,
Wednesday, F
Phone 759-4
Equal Hous
Opportune
TDD el -800-64

10 )(
Ligh
24
15
Behind
•
•
•
•

ger & Times

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

Hilldale Apartments
now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom
No credit chevk Crinunal data. 3 year
residency regurred, Zero drug policy

\LES

Call (270)437-4113
1:21 Tuesday & Friday 9-4

—Fn.10a.m.
a.m

Thursday, October 28th, 2010 @ 6:00 PM
49 61 79 8' 101 111 129 &''13 CAROUSAL RIDGE LANE MURRAY, KY 4207'
.................ressearee mai r

ir

-iiiiirtag-

' ::
innIR;

....

I

rrr

r

ns Posted"

FREE

4 DUPLEXES. 5 MOBILE HOME LOTS &
5.174 ACRES SELLING IN 5 TRACTS!
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Munday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

VISA

I Nlurra, / ed/ter &
11//o,eng Nrt

f

REAL ES rATE TRACTS TRACT 1'

Cardinal Ridge Lane
•r•

r

rrir

,'

&

4BR

Available
Various

care
n N
ting

;ny
;.

0531.
38R. carport, fenced
backyard.
storage.
shade, sunroom. no
pets. $635rtno. 271)293-6070
Storage Rentils
A&F VVarehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
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STORAGE and
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• day!

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6256
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
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iiuguid Drive

& 2BR Apt.

1-753-8556

-8011-545- 1833
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ge 1 bedroom.
vices including
&
dryer
r
270-759'0-293-7085.

ly nice one
in Hazel. We
electric bill.
ash, and furI appliances
j washer &
$550/mo.
11 find a nicer
apartmentl
'-8211

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I_, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S, 4TH ST.
Owner ef 121 s. & Glendale.
IMO $25 10x15 S10
1270)436-2524
1270 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarrned
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600
Cairn** Prop. For Rant
Office Space For Rent
Commercial Property
1617 HWY 121 North,
on by-pass beside A
Cut Above Call 270293-0670
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Handyman Wm*
Odd Jobs -Repairs.
1-lome, Auto.
-Carperltry,
Eitctocai.
&
Much More ,
' Job-Too Small
Jacob
270-978-0278
HOMETOWN
. TREE SERVICE
'ffn,Irtarl

• r •c•r•

HALL'S WASTE,
MANAGEMENT

GREAT POTENTIAL FOR MORE

1654 Ryan Ave 3BR.
25A Home down the
street from campus
Newly
renovated
1,100-sq.ff 812-76°5398

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
pnvate showing 27°753-2905.
DUPLEX for sale.
$83,000. Non-smoking.
New wiring, plumbing
and
roof.
Great
Income. 2,400 scrft.
753-91387.
HOUSE and
ACREAGE. 2 5 acres,
3BR, 67x37' half basement,
workshop
20'x20'.
S160.000.
Phone (270) 492-8419
HOUSE FOR SALE.
KIRKSEY 3BR, 2BA,
detached
30'X40
garage S88,500. Cali
489-6110 after 6pm or
leave message

New 24
Bedroom homes in
Ftiy erfield Estates.
SEIG; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Hail Proof. Tax Rebate
Energy Star
(270)227-6238
The Last Roof You
Need!
Will Ever
1141
th

(270)759-0501

.
THE Murray Ledger &

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and 'Operated
• Free Estimates
Lie & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Times considers its
but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their cr vn risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsiboltheir
rty whatsoevpr
activities

sources reliable
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Concrete Repair

Appliance
Repair

No icib too small

ALL BRANDS

270-293-7971
vnvw.3crakillc.com

Ward Elkins
270-753-1719

pk:kum

• IncalTy //A111:///01X7f,l/e/.1
759-1151..293-2783
293-2784

, VISIT HARTHSABICTIONSIGNIA FOR MORE PHOTOS!

Check us out
on the Web!

Sudoku is a number p
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510
C!moors

]

20C3
Springdale 30tt
12ft Shfle 01tt
Brand New!
Never Been Used!
Cos! S26,000 new
S/0,900 293-4602

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

111,('(4,11

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient. 3BFI, 2BA 2car garage 2.240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032.

We Finance

"

hoffandMOtorsales cOM
270-7534461

753-3853

.

L&M"
LAWN SERVICE'
Mowing, Manicuring
• Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satintatlion guarantee.
753-1814 127-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 375.00
' A 840)0,1TH
CALL 75):1916

anight's
You can count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 mous minims
Res . Com . & Ind.
Licensed & Insured

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
lunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp

Insured.
227-26 7.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Maim
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERV,CE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

OR
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Pa% me. se, al,...II Inv,
&
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2.70-753-2279

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Rithrooms & .
• - kittens'
• -Denki to Feriom
yields/
"
Joirr To-Sfria
. .IP
41,047391/146
v&it'our wet-,
.nt.uck.Yikke

Services Offered

ADAMS Home
Improvement

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

4 2
1 6
5 7
3

530
Services tYteree
From Drywall &
Pa"
.

DO YOU NEED A SITTER/ Call 270-7590010, ask for Thomas
Sr. College trained to
work with the geriatric
disabled the developmentally disabled. or
the
mentally chal
lenged
LAWN Care Service
rates
Reasonable
starting at $15 27°753-2405

YEARRY S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing
Hotjses F'atios
--becks. Sidewalks &
! Driveways V,nyl
• Fences & Sitting
Call Today For A
Free Estimate,
270-562-2228
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp 2938814

un a 9x9 grid with

ouzzie

several given numbers The obtect rs to place the numbers , to
a) the empty squares so that each row each column and ear h
bos contains the same number only once The ditkulty level
of the Conceptrs Sudoku ,ncreases nom Monday to Sunday
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All jobs - big or small

. 753-2905
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swkwai Waiters

' •CoMmdrcial &
Residential •
•Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs experixirice

3 CRETE, LLC
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sapient IIMI*6 ISE.M501,140CTIONEE11
BEM IMINGEll REALTOR,AUCTIONEIR

24/7 $4111/0ifilITICe • Electricity
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MITCHELL
BROS.PAVING

270-227-261 7
AL

DUPLEXES1 POTENT/AL YEARLY INCOME FOP DUPLEXES & LOTS IS
$43 800 001 REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 6 00 PM ABSOLUTE TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS OF PRICE, AUCTION MELO ON SITE,
BUY INDIVIDUAL TRACTS OR TYE ENTIRE PROPERTY!,

1.11/ .
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SFKOR A16E,
11101111
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ther Mail
criptions
$75.00
$96.00
......4145.00

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839.
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d
,,t ,t' TRACT 3' 101 III 179 & 131 Card•mi Ridge
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al Mail
$35.00
$63.00
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Hamilton trranite
SE Marble
3,301 31. Rit 121N.

OPEN HOUSE Thursday, October 21st 5 30 h 30 PM
rmn•el

Pets 8 Supplies

Female
T-Cup
Poodles. Registered.
$425. 270-519-4472

I

VACANT LOTS PIAVE SEPTIC TANKS

e
Hofeeng fod

380

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
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Houses
C/H/A.

Locations
Coleman RE 270-7539898
3BR. 1BA north of
Murray. with garage
and
large
shop.
Deposit required. 753-

'r ,, r Irt

270-293-5624

TRACT 2' 49 51 79 g 81
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Lane

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753
4109
3
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Room for rent in up
scale Gatesborough
home. Fully furnished.
Includes all utilities.
$400irn o
Must be
tighty 41 7-337-3561.
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PICK UP

GREAT INVESTMENT orPotrnearr,OUTSTANDING LOCATION JUST .1 MitES FROM
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY, EACELLENT BUILDING LOTS,MURRAY CITY WATER,
SEPTIC TANKS ON EACH CURRENT DUPLEX & MOBILE HOME LOT,

. , 1 ,.

on Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

4BRIllie

'.., From Murray • -•
ordinal R •(e —, A 3 , .g.,-.1 '3 rt..I. tr

—Non.12p_m
— 11M.10a.m.
— Thee a.m.
—T1v,12p.m,

LEARN TO FLY

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
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Answer to previous puzzle
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday.,Oct. 19, going on. You'll see!someone very differently forward. Tonight Treat yourself well
after you negotiate a truce where there has PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
2010:
been disagreement. Tonight: Squeeze in **** Your instincts guide you well. but
You often go overboard with spending and
know that you cannot get past an issue that
other such indulgences. This year. this ten- some exercise.
a key associate presents. He or she might
dency will be up for change. Look at the SCORPIO (Oct 23 -Nov 21)
**** Open up to new possibilities. Though
put 2 lot of ldgic and Mought behind what is
long-term ramifications. and self-discipline
someone's idea could strike you as unusual. being said. You'll come out on top of a probmight be more easily called upon. Your daily
work with it Dedicate some quality time to lem because of needed research. Tonight
life might need more reviving. You are fac- someone you never have enough time for. Whatever puts a smile on your face.
ing a profound transformation in your life. Tonight! Let the good times roll.
As a result, you will be happier -- though the SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
BORN TODAY
process might not be easy. If you are single, **** Honor your prionties. but understand Boxing champion Evander Holyfield (1962).
you could meet someone in your daily trio - that others might not agree. Stay on top of a pop artst Peter Max (1937), columnist Jack
els. Take your time dating and getting to problem and allow your instincts to play a Anderson (1922)
..•
know this person. If you are attached, share role. How you deal with someone could
define
the
quality
of
your
relationship_
Jacqueline
Bigar is on the Internet at
more of your free time together or develop
Tonight: At home.
www.jacquelinebigarcom.
new mutual hobby. Smile. and both of you
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate inc.
will lighten up. PISCES understands you. **** Keep reaching
Be more open with this person.
out tor others. You will
understand
exactly
The Stars Show the Kind of Day Vou'll what is going to happen when an issue is
Have: 5-Dynamic: 4-Positive: 3-Average: 2GOOD ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
discussed more openSo-so: 1 -Difficult
16" Large Cheese Pizza
$7.00
!y. How much guidance you want to give
16" Unlimited Toppings
$10.00
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** YOU are subject to inspiring thoughts is your choice. Your
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
$14.00
after a meeting. Still, you might decide not to fiery ways and style
16''
3
Will)
Unlimited
Toppings
$24.00
get
you
far.
Tonight!
share any more until you have a better grasp
on what you think. Consider your options, Hang out with friends.
though others seem very sure of themselves. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Church Groups - 20% Discount
& Free
Feb. 18)
•
Tonsght. Take some personal time.
raetiveor
Sunday & Wednesday
**** You underTAuRus(April 20-May 20)
***** Remain upbeat and direct with oth- stand a lot more than
in the past. as others
LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON
ers. Someone you count on who can be
feisty ai times could push harder than you seem ready to reveal
more.
Maintain
a
carmight like. Use a meeting as a buffer. Know
what you want and expect. Tonight. Where ing and open attitude.
A strong stand also
people are.
might be necessary if
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
817 COLDWA1ER ROAD • 762 0441 • 762 0442 • 762 0443
***** Stay on top of your responsibilities. you are going to move
A partner presents a challenging
opinion. You might want to weigh
the pros and cons. A brarnstorming
session might be just what the doctor ordered_ Clear the air quickly,
looking to new possibilities Tonight:
*Pea Gravel
.20141? 02 COO (4229e1
lid ;Id c.1
Working late.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
*Large Wash
**** Keep reachIng for •new
Rock
ideas and possiblities. You might
not be as satisfied when you hear
*Bank Gravel
another person's point of view. Let
*Mortar Sand
your imagination take over. You
suddenly see an unusual path.
*Sand *Thpsoil
Tonight: Where your mind can
roarn.
*Fill Dirt
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*Mulch
***** Let your mind wander.
Ideas pop and accomplish what you
*Compost
need to happen Listen to advice
Dense Grade
you are getting from a partner. Your
creativity flows and draws many to
lie install
you. Revise a project with new
understanding. Know what you
septic tanks,
must do. Tonight• Say ''yes.''
build driveways
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
& excavate
***** Defer to others. and don't
tlf
`r1
worry so much about control or who
4
7 Check out
is right. Creativity will surge in a
4
' Pickup 01%.
our concrete
happier environment, allowing
delivery
decort
'2‘
4
greater give-and-take. How you let
available NL:
141P, V,4.A
someone know that you disagree
ilkiiksie Pl
could make a big difference.
Hours. Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-4 p.m.. Saturday 7 a.m.-Noon
Tonight. Sort through invitations.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Allow greater flow into a
situntion, knowing full well what is

PIZZA SPECIALS

IBald
)
a-

Ahart's Grave St Sand

753-9899

2315 HOPKINS ROAD • AL/v10, KY

I • \lotiday. October 18, 2010

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Recently repotted birth, include
.1 boy to Mr. and Mrs Ricky
West. a boy to Rodnev and Crystal Harness. and a hoy to Gene
Alexander. Jr. and Dena G.
McClard.
The Murray State rifle team
outshot Austin Peay State 15441474 in a dual air rifle meet Saturday
Published is a picture of Susan
Burcham. director ot Angels Community Clinic. as she accepts a
check for $ I.0(X)from Claude Wells
and Dolores Wells from St. John's
Episcopal Church The check represents proceeds received from a
pancake supper hosted by the
church to benefit the clinic.
Twenty years ago
A three pound bag of Jonathan
Apples is listed as selling for
$1.39 in the Food Giant advertisement.
A Student Alumni Association
at Murray State University is offering a Bed and Breakfast plan for
people not able to find lodging
kx:ally for Murray State's Homecoming weekend, Oct. 26-28.
Murray High's Lady Tigers
stand in fifth place overall after
the first day of competition in the
Kentucky' Girls' State Golf Tournament at Elizabethtown County
Club Tuesday.
Thirty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Board of COMMISS1011ers has deferred action on an administration proposal to convert 20
"intermediate care- beds in the
facility's convalescent division to
%killed CarC beds.
M.C. Garrott writes alxiut Capt.
Ruth Cole who will retire after
35 years active and reserve service with the United States Navy
Nurse Corps. Cole was honored
("M. 17 by Murray State University for her many years of service on the school's nursing faculty.
The large pathway railroad light
and five railroad lanterns on the
Old Freight Depot at Murray-Calloway County Park have been

financed by all units ot
men of the World.
Forty years ago
Blood ROder Baptist Association will have its 10Ist session
on Oct. 19 a( First Missionary
Baptist Church. Benton. and on Oct
20 at New' Mt Carmel Bapti.•
Church near New Concord and lit
Baptist Church. Murray. acLot.:
ing to the Rev. Earl Warfori
director of nussions for the 13‘,'
ciation.
Recently reported births ineludc
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Pete II
Lund: and a girl to Mr and Mr
Roger Casos.
Knott n
Airman Rickie
graduated froni U.S. Atr For
Aircraft Maintenance Course
Sheppard AFB, Texas
Fifty years ago
Recruits Dwaine Silencer and
Dave E. Maupin arc now taking
haste combat training with the
U.S. Army at Fort Jackson. S.C.
Paving of Chestnut Street from
North Fourth Street east will make
necessary a major removal job for
the Murray Natural Gas System.
A four-inch main gas line run%
down the street and will have to
be moved so heavy graders can
grade down the street for paving.
according to Jack Bryan. superintendent of the gas system.
Murray-Calloway County Alfport Commission ha, placed another 150 acres of land under option.
according to Buford Hurt. commission chairman.
Sixty. years ago
Betty Thurman Stewart of Murray has been named Homecoming Queen at Murray State College. She is the wile of Chad
Stewart and thst (laughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudolph Thurman.
?vlary Miller Ellis. Wand Curd
arid Eleanor Greenfield were elected as officers of the Calloway
County 441 Club.
Jackie Geurin. 14. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Randolph Geurin
Murray. was named distnci chainpion
in beef production in the Purchase
District 441 Club achievement
meeting at Paducah.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Husband's dinner time is
bedtime for his sleepy wife
DEAR
My hardworking husband of 1.111 %ear+. "Brian.'
loves n. ...it 1811 11113.10 Or four
nights
week
s nice not to
ha\ e
.ind I have become
ming ‘A'e
along
t MI5. (Milli%
members
business
xiates
Ihe probis Brian
its to sit
two Of
h0111,
.

drinks
Dear Abby helot,: talk
he
tie
By Abigail
insists that I
Van Buren
wait until he
is ready to
eat. S(imefintes it become, as late
as 10 p.m.
I have a 1.1.1111.111%C stomach and
I need to ea. early. I have eaten
dinner early tny entire life. If I
eat late. no, stomach goes into
knots. and by the tinie we get
home it's time for bed because
I'm sleepy. Brian can sleep OH a
full stomach with no problem I
get acid reflux.
Brian expects our guests to
adhere to his routine. Even when
we haie cookouts. everyone must
wait to- the entree. He says, "Well.
they'll just have to wait. I don't
skant anyone to eat and run."
I put out appetizers. hut it's
not enough to hold them. If we
don't wait. he gets angry and
threakAis not to have another corAout. I hav e explained that not everyone can eat so late
•
Abby what's your perspective
on this? Who's right here? -HUNGRY IN ARIZONA
DEAR HUNGRY: You are. It
appear% you married a hardworking. sell-centered drinker with a
need to control eseryone arourd
him. A generous host takes the
needs and wishes of his guests
into consideration. A selfish one
behaves like your husband does.
1 ,0

Frankly. I'm surprised that anyone who didn't hat e to would
accept more than two dinner oi
cixAout invitation,
You should eat something
before going to dinner with him
and do the same at home whenever you need to If you don't, it
could have a sersous. neganse
intpati 4,n your health
111.11.•

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago
I made a horrible mistake. I broke
the law and was convicted of
three misdemeanors. I live in a
small town. so the news became
very. public. I lost my job. many
friends and my. reputatton.
I am still working to rebuild
im life and find some sense of
normalcy for myself and my family. I have been an therapy since
the event and have learned a lot
from this experience
My problem is, my brother
will not forgive me. He holds it
over my head and refuses to suppon me in my effons. He said I
deserve whatever I get. I love my
brother and ani close to my other
sihlings. I don't want our relationship to he evtranged. hut I
can't take his Judgmental attitude
anymore. What can I do? -SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SIB
DEAR SIB: Because you are
in therapy', discuss this with your
therapist. I assume that having been
convicted. you have paid -- or
are repaying -- your debt to society. You are working to rebuild
your life, you are doing all you
can right now to get back on
track. You are close with your
other siblings. so work with that.
Do not measure your worth through
your brother's eyes. He may no
be capable of forgiveness. And if
that's the case, it's a reflection of
who he is -- not who you are.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren. also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and WEL,fotinded by her mother. Pauline
Phillips.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct Ili. the
29Ist day of 2010. There arc 74
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 18. 1962. James D.
Watson. Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins were honored with
the Nobel Prize for Medicine and
Physiology for determining the
double-helix molecular structure
of DNA.
On this date:
In 1858. the play "Our American Cousin" by Tom Taylor preEt A Et V " Et

Murray Ledge

Partial sleep apnea?

miered at Laura Keene's New
York theater.
In 1867. the United States took
formal possession of Alaska from
Russia.
In :892. the first long-distance
telephone line between New York
and Chicago was officially opened
(it could only handle one call at
a time).
In 1910. the E.M. Forster novel
"Howards End' was first published.
In 1931. inventor Thomas Alva
Edison died an West Orange. N.J..
at age 84.

In 1944. So% let troops uft ad.
ed Czechoslovakia during World
War II
In 1969. the federal government banned anificial sweeteners
known aS cyclamates (Sr -kluhmaytz) because of evidence they
caused cancer in laboratory rats
In 1977. Viest German con
!nand°, stormed a hilacked
Lufthansa iertinei on the ground
in Mogadishu. Somalia.• freeing
all 86 hostages and killing three
of the lour hijackers

114!S tS So COW
NICks1 uk
SNARE
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Sleep

Dr. Gott

cao
Pne
daitionis
which the sufBy
ferer experiDr. Peter Gott c n c es
episodes of
not birathing while sleeping. This
can occur up to several hundreds
of times a night and last for a
minute or more each time. As a
result. the individual may not
wake rested arid may experience
extreme daytime sleepiness. which
can lead to falling asleep at inappropriate times. Other symptoms
include nightmares. waking gasping for breath. heart problems and
more. Sleep apnea does not cause
fainting. however.
A related condition, known as
narcolepsy, can cause episodes of
inappropriate sleep that can occur
anywhere, anytime and may resemble fainting because of a loss of
muscle control. This complex condition causes severe daytime sleepiness. hallucinations, sudden loss
of muscle tone talso known as
cataplexy) and sleep paralysis.
Sufferers may also have sleep
apnea, restless-legs syndrome and
even insomnia.
Unless your co-worker is willing to share his medical records.
there is no way you will be able
to determine whether he is being
truthful about his condition or
whether he is simply trying to
get. out of working. If he is indeed

Calling
Out
Numbers
and
Letters
Dear
Heloise:
Please
tell
businesses
by
using initials
or words to
Heloise
make
their
PHONE
NUMBER easier to remember that
technology has changed, and in
many cases this method no longer
works. I was calling a bank, and
kept asking me to push the
numbers that corresrxind with my
state abbreviation. I could not do
so because my cell phone and
now my new home phone both
have the numbers on one side in
order like a calculator. Since I
didn't have an old phone available. I had no way of knowing
which numbers those were. I also
recently wanted to contact a place
and looked at its sign as I drove
by. I had the same problem. It
listed the number in letters to
make it easier to remember. but
I could not dial the number. So.
before businesses waste any more
money. on adveriising, please
remind them that this no longer
works on all phones, and as time

goes on, probably ail phones will
be like that.
Also, regarding tracking leftovers. I keep a dry-erase board
with dry-erase marker on my fndge
door. You can gct them at discount stores.
When I have leftovers, I put
them in a fridge container of
appropriate size and wnte what's
in it =The board. followed by
the'dares .When I use the leftover
or discard it. I just erase it from
the board. You can tell by a
glance at the board what's for
dinner' -- Larry Durr, Lexington,
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HE.LOISE
HeloisetaoHeloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are some
uses for the complimentary' cloth
shoe-cleaner oockei from a hotel:
• Hold small electronic equipment -- carnera. GPS, digital music
player, cell phone or personal digital assistant.
• Place jewelry in it for travel.
• Wipe computer screen. laptop. television. cell phone, etc..
with it.
• Place coins and other pock-
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et items in one v.hen going through
an-port secunty.
* Use to clean jewelry.
Heloise
DON'T FORGET
Dear Heloise: Here's one more
hint on how. people can felrliCIIIber something they. need when
they. leave the house or work. I
learned this tnck from my husband.
If he needs to remind himself
of something later in the day, before
he gets out of the car he turns
the rearview. mirror cockeyed. That
way., when he gets hack in the
car hours later and starts to back
tip, he has to .adjust the mirror.
and he is reminded of whatever
it was he needed to have or do.
This works and has saved us more
than once froin forgetting something! -- A Reader. via e-mail
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: My. Sound Off
is manufacturers who put such
little clasps on necklaces. It takes
me forever to get them together!
-- Jo in San Antonio
Jo, I understand your frustration. Why not check out a 104:41
crafts store for huger clasps. or
visit a jeweler. who may be able
to help. -- tieloise
c)2010 hy King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Smallest mammal
Singer Tori
Molar, for one
Bends out of shape
Hawaiian greeting
Ready to swing
Finger count
"My country — of thee'
George's lyricist brother
Casino cameia, informally
Yr. parts
Embedded spy
Take as one's own
Prepared the fish
Window section
Permit
Empty wish
Building wing
Poem of praise
"Put — happy face"
Weeper of myth
Psychiatrist Alfred
Old Nick
Emulated Greg Louganis
Hardens
Future flowers
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Figure out
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being truthful. he likely. had to
provide his superior with a medical note from a physician. becau..e
the condition would necessitate
special work considerations
Bring your concerns to your
hoss. Be sure that he or she is
aware of the situation. If the boss
doesn't know. it will then be up
to hint or ner to confront the
employee and determine whether
the situation is valid.
To pros ide related intOnmation,
I ant sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Sleep/Wake Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed stamped No. 10 enveiope and a $2 check or money
order to Newsletter, PO. Box 167.
Vv'ickliffe, OH 44092 Be sure to
mention the title or print an order
website
form
at
off
my
to• AskDrGottMD com.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have an
unusual problem. When I got my
last haircut two months ago. the
stylist accidentally got dozens and
dozens of fine hairs in my eyes.
I have dry. sensitive eyes, and
this certainly didn't help.
I have been to the emergency
room and to my eye specialist_
but neither can find anything
wrong. I am in sh.eer agony. every
day and don't know. what else to
do. I even hought an eye-nnse
kit that didn't provide any relief
at all. I get about a dozen hairs
from each eye every day. and
some are still left. Can you please
help me?
DEAR READER: I am not
sure how I can help if after examination, there doesn't seem to be
a problem. I am baffled as to
how the physicians could not find
a problem when you can clearly
see the hairs.
Because you do not say what
type of eye specialist you saw. I
suggest that you visit an ophthalmologist, who can use specialized equipment to view your eyes.
If you have already done this.
perhaps a second opinion from
another is in order. In the meantime. avoid rubbing your eyes and
use over-the-counter moisturizing
eyedrops trr artificial tears.

DEAR DR. GOTT: A person
I work with say.. he has partial
sleep apnea. tie has never tainted in front of anyone. he iusi
says he need, to sit down and
sleep for 15 minute, to an hour
Can this be true? Other people
have to pick up his slack
DEAR READER: I have never
heard of partial sleep apnea, hut
that does not
mean that at
isn't a legitimate dragno. owever.
stitsw. yH
I have some
doubts about
COyOU1
worker's
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First Region tourney draws announced Jacksonville,
Racer Sports in Brief

Wilson goal
helps MSU
go above
.500 in MC
From MU Athletics
A goal from sernoi
defender Audrey Wilson in
the second half gave the
Murray State women's soccer team a 1-0 win Sunday
afternoon over UT Martin.
The victory improved the
Racers (4-10-3) to 3-2-! in
Ohio Valley Conference play,
the first time MSU has been
above .500 in conference
play this season.
Wilson's goal in the 65th
minute, the second of her
career and first since her
freshman season, came on a
header from in front of the
net after a comer kick taken
by Sophie Hargreaves.
"We were thrilled for
Audrey to score today. being
a senior it was a great
moment for her," head coach
Beth Acreman said. "We
played a strong first half
against a good UT Martin
team and were pleased to get
the shutout."
The Racers were able to
hold off the hosts in the final
12 minutes as the Skyhawks
fired off five shots on net,
two that required saves from
MSU goalkeeper Tara Isbell.
uT Martin (8-7-1, 3-3
OVC) held a 16-11 overall
shot lead as each team was
able to put three shots on
goal.
Isbell stopped three shots
to record her seventh shutout
of the season. The Murray
State career shutout leader is
one shy of tying her season
high of eight shutouts in
2008 and now has 24 in her
career.
Murray State closes out
regular season action this
week, hosting Southeast
Missouri Oct. 22 at 3 p.m.
before traveling to Eastern
Illinois for a I p.m. contest.

Volleyball
picks up
2nd-straight
win
From IViSU Athletics
The Murray State volleyball team won its secondstraight match with a 3-0(2523, 25-15, 25-19) victory over
Eastem Illinois at Racer
Arena.
The Racers (9-12. 5-5
OVC) were led by. senior
Fleece Lamb, who tallied 10
kills, a .286(10k-4c-2Ita) hitting percentage and a seasonbest five blocks. Junior Logan
Su also garnered 10 kills,
Mary
junior
while
Cunningham added a .750
(6k-Oe-8ta) hitting percentage.
MSU saw advantage in all
areas of thc box score, including a .250 (41k-I5e-104ta)
hitting percentage to the
Panthers .117 (38k-24e120ta). The Racers also outblocked EIU 10.5 to 7 and
earned a 4-1 advantage in
service aces.
The Racers will be in
action again Friday, Oct. 23
and Saturday, Oct. 24 when
they host Tennessee State and
Austin Peay for the Swinging
Cancer
Eliminate
To
fundraiser weekend. The
match with the 'Tigers is set
for Friday at 7 p.m. with a
battle against the Lady Goys
Saturday at 2 p.m.
The Racers will be accepting donations throughout next
week for the fundraiser that
will benefit Murray-Calloway
See MSU, 12

1_,ADV TIGERS
OPEN WITH
HEATH;
LAKF:RS FACE
LONE OAK

This Week
First Regiori &pis
Imminent (at Marshal CO.)
Tuesday
Lone Oak vs (2)Calloway Co 5 30
Pm
1 ) Marshall Co vs (2 St Mary 7 15
Pm
Thursday
Championship game. 6 p m.

Staff Biped
The girls First Region tournament is set to kick off tonight,
with a 5:45 p.m. matchup
between 2nd District runner-up
Murray High arid 1st District
champion and host-school
Heath.
On the other side of the
bracket. 2nd District chiunpion

Marshall County will face 1st
District runrier-up Lone Oak at
7:30 following the early game.
The championship match is
set for 6 p.m. Wednesday.
On the boys side, which
kicks off Tuesday, 2nd District
runner-up Calloway County will
face 1st District champion Lone

•

p.m. at Marshall.
Winners of the First Region
tournament advance to the state
First Region Girls
sub-sectional round which will
Tournament lat Heath)
begin nest week.
morsuy
Heath vs (2) Munay High. 5,45 p.rn.
Also. the A11-2nd District
i 1 Marshall Co vs_ (2) Lone Oak. 7:30
teams were announced after
pm
Friday's championship games.
Wednesday
Championship game. 6 p m
The boys team is as follows:
Matthew Adams (Graves Co.),
Oak in the early game at 5:30 Nathan Arant (Marshall Co.).
p.m. at Marshall County'.
Nathan Black (Community
The 2nd District champion Christian),
Alex
Bokeno
Marshals will face 1st District (Murray),
Zach
Doughty
runner-up St. Mary at 7:15 fol- (Graves Co.), Jeremy Edmonds
lowing the early match on (Marshall Co.), Nick Holt
Tuesday.
(Calloway
Co.),
Nathan
The championship game for Kennedy
I hturray), Blake
the boys First Region tourna▪ See REGIONAL, 12
ment is set for Thursday at 6

This Week

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: KENTUCKY 31,(10) SOUTH CAROLINA 28

Season-saver

ED REINKE AP
Fans cheer in the stands as Kentucky wide receiver Randall Cobb runs into the end zone with a pass reception !ate
in the second half of a game against South Carolina in Lexington Saturday. Kentucky upset the Gamecocks 31-28.

KENTUCKY SOLVES SPURRIER,
RE-INVIGORATES SEASON
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Joker Phillips' first signature
win at Kentucky was soon followed by his signature morning
routine.
Up early. Film. Deep breath.
Get ready to do it again.
The Wildcats salvaged their
season — for now — with a
thrilling 31-28 comeback victory over then-No. 10 South
Carolina on Saturday' night, a
game that ended with fans
storming
the
field
at
Commonwealth Stadium and
South Carolina coach Steve
Spurtier gripping his trusty
visor in frustration.
"This team is starting to grow
right before our eyes." Phillips

said after the Wildcats beat the
Head Ball Coach for the first
time in 18 tries.
The Wildcats (4-3. 1-3
Southeastern Conference) are
doing it just in time. They had
lost three straight coming in,
including a pair of narrow
defeats to Mississippi and
Auburn.
Phillips stressed it wasn't
time to panic. but it certainly
looked like it when the
Gamecocks rode freshman running back Marcus Lattimore to
an I8-point halftime lead.
Phillips admits there was a
sense of urgency in the locker
room as the season reached a
tipping point, a moment that
started when the Wildcats
forced a South Carolina fumble

Up Next
Georgia at V.entucky
When. Saturday 6 30 p m
Where: Commonwealth Stadium
TV CSS
Radio: WCBL, 99 1 FM
Records: UGA 3-4 (2-3, SEC) UK 4-3
(1-3. SEC)

in the final seconds of the half
that prevented the Gamecocks
from tuming the game into a
blowout.
"They score then, you're
down 35-10, down 25 instead of
18," he said. "I think that was
the turning point in my opinion
... (it) gave our kids a sense of
having a chance."
Kentucky took advantage,
dominating the final 30 minutes
after Lattimore went down with
an ankle injury. Quarterback
Mike Hartline led three lengthy
touchdown drives, the final one
culminating in a 24-yard touchdown pass to wide-open Randall

Cobb with 1:15 to play.
The 2-point conversion
pushed the lead to three and
when Anthony Mosley picked
off South Carolina's Stephen
Garcia in the end zone with 4
seconds left, a season on the
verge of spiraling out of control
was suddenly brought back to
life.
"It is one of those things that
sometimes it is just better to be
lucky than good." said Hartline,
who finished with 349 yards
passing and four touchdowns.
Hartline and the Wildcats
were both in the second half.
They held the Gamecocks to
103 total yards over the final
two quarters, 49 of which came
during a last-minute desperation
drive.
The school's first victory
over South Carolina this millennium could make the Wildcats a
•See WILDCATS, 12

-1-ITANS FOOTBALI.

MIKE FUENTES

AP

Tennessee Titans quarterback Vince
Young (10) throws a pass during an
Oct. 10 game.

GAMECOCKS SHUT

OUT TSU; SEMO
RALLIES PAST
AUSTIN PEAY
JACKSONVILLE, Ala.(AP)
— Calvin Middleton ran for 86
yards and one touchdown to help
Jacksonville State defeat mistake-prone Tennessee State 24-0
on Saturday..
Middleton. who finished with
12 carries, scored on a 32-yard
run in the first quarter to give the
Gamecocks (7-0, 4-0 Ohio
Valley Conference) a 7-0 lead.
Jacksonville State extended its
winning streak to 11 games.
An 18-yard touchdown pass
from Coty Blanchard to James
Shaw gave the Gamecocks a 14lead in the second quarter.
Jeffrey Cameron caught a 9-yard
touchdown from Marques Ivory,
pushing Jacksonville State's
margin to 24 points in the third.
The Tigers (3-4, 0-3) didn't
help themselves with 14 penalties that cost them 117 yards.
Dante Thomas led Tennessee
State with 94 yards rushing on
18 carries. Jeremy Perry completed 7 of 17 passes for 65 yards
and threw two interceptions.
Southeast Missouri State 41,
Austin Peay 24
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn.(AP)
— Henry Harris ran for three
touchdowns and crossed over the
2,000-yard mark for his career in
Southeast Missouri State's 41-24
win over Austin Peay on
Saturday nig,ht.
Harris had 35 carries for 152
yards against the Governors (24, 1-2 Ohio Valley Conference),
raising his career total to 2,058
to become the sixth player in
school history to surpass 2,000
rushing yards.
The Redhawks (6-1. 5-0),
who clinched their first winning
season since 2002, trailed 24-19
on a 27-yard field goal by Austin
Peay's Stephen Stansell late in
the third quarter. Southeast
Missouri State then scored 22
straight, starting with Mike
Jones' 1-yard touchdown run for
a 27-24 lead with 1:21 left in the
period.
Matt Scheible added 116
yards and a touchdown on 17
carries for the Redhawks.
The Govemors were led by
Jake Ryan with 182 yards and a
touchdown on 10-for-32 passing..
Tennessee-Martin 10,
Eastern Kentucky 7
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) —
Daniel Chamberlain scored on a `.
28-yard pass from Derek Carr
with 5:06 left and TennesseeMartin
defeated
Eastern
Kentucky 10-7 on Saturday.
The Skyhawks(3-4, 3-2 Ohio
Valley Conference) fell behind
7-0 as T.J. Pryor's I-yard touchdown run 3 seconds into the second quarter. capped a 15-play,
65-yard drive for the Colonels.
Cody Sandlin got TennesseeMartin on the board with a 29yard field a little over three minutes later.
Carr had 29° yards on I5-for25 passing, with 93 of those
yards on six throws to Stephen
Shiver.
Tennessee-Manin
sacked
Eastern Kentucky (2-4, I-1) five
•See OVC, 12

Monday night spotlight on
Johnson, Jones-Drew
By MARK LONG
AP Sports Writer
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
Tennessee's
Chris
and
Johnson
Jacksonville's Maurice Jortes-Drew set an
NFL rushing record the last time they shared
a field.
They gave the league its first game with
four scoring runs of 50 yards or longer last
November. dazzling teammates, coaches
and fans with broken tackles, breathtaking
moves and breakaway speed. Players on
both sidelines were hesitant to look away for
even a second, feeling like they might miss
sontethl ng special.
Jones-Drew ripped off touchdown runs of
80 and 79 yards, then Johnson got loose for
scoring scampers of 52 and 89 yards. JonesDrew finished with a career-high 177 yards

SEMO
stay
perfect

rushing, and Johnson ended his career day
with 228 yards on the ground and a victory.
What will they do for an encore Monday
night? Don't expect a repeat perforniance.
Both stars are banged up and both defenses
are determined not to let it happen again.
Still, the matchup might be the most
important one when the Jaguars (3-2) host
the Titans (3-2). After all, the team with
more rushing yards has won the last six
meetings.
"They're two different types of runners,
obviously." Titans coach Jeff Fisher said.
"But they both accomplish the same thing
and that's make big plays and keep the
chains moving. and they have the ability to
make the home run every time they take the
See TITANS, 12

kyr=
School
SE Missouri St.

SUNUNU
ovc(amain
5-0

(6-1)

Jacksonville St. 4-0
UT Martin
3-2
Tennessee Tech 2-2

(7-0)
(3-4)
(3-4)
(2-4)
(2-4)

Eastern Kentucky 1-1

Tennessee St.

1-2
1-2
0-3

Eastem Illinois

0-5

Austin Peay

Murray State

(2-4)
(3-4)

(0-7)

Saturday, Oct. 16
UTMartin 10, Eastem Kentucky 7
Jadmonville St 24, Tennessee St. 0
Austin Peay 24. SE Missouri St. 41
Tenn Tech 34. Eastern Ilenots 20
Saturday, Oct. 23
Murray State at Eastern lamps. 1 30 p m
Mtssoun St vs Eastern Kentucky. 1
Pm
Jacksonwile St vs Austin Peay, 3 p rn.
Tenn Tech vs Tennessee St 6 p m
UT Marttn vs Lambuth 6 p m
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TOMMY DILLARD
Ledger it Times

757

times, with Tim Cox and Justin
Darden getting two apiece.
The Colonels, who finished
with 214 total yards of offense,
were led by H.B. Banjoman with
70 yards on 15 carries.
Eastern Kentucky's Logan
O'Connor missed a 53-yard field
goal with 2: I I left for the tie.
TOINIOSSIDO Tech 34,
Eastern lanais 20
COOKEVILLE, Tenn APi
— Jocqu Crawford rushed for
127 yards and two touchdowns
Saturday night as Tennessee
Tech forced six turnovers and
beat Eastern Illinois 34-20.
The Golden Eagles (3-4, 2-2
Ohio Valley Conference) intercepted four passes and recovered
two fumbles, converting them
into 20 points.
Caleb Mitchell returned an
interception 36 yards for
Tennessee Tech's first touchdown, ard Crawford's first score
on a I -yard run came after Marty
Jones recovered a fumble at the
Eastern Illinois 17.
Cameron Ben-a kicked two
field goals set up by an interception by Justin Vann and a fumble
recovery by Jamete Hogue.
Crawford also scored on a 2yard run for the Golden Eagles,
who broke a five-game losing
streak against the Panthers.
Eastern Illinois (0-7, 0-5) has
lost nine straight games. The
Panthers' last win, a 49-13 victory over Tennessee-Martin, came
Nov. 14. 2009.

Murray
State
Sophomgre fOrward Ecl Daniel
has this shot
rejected
by
freshman Chris
Griffin during
the Racers' first
official practice
of the 2010 season Friday at
the
CFSB
Center. Murray
State
begins
play with an
exhibition
against FreedHardeman on
Nov. 9.

linvia6L •lloinc-• Car *Health •Life
"hoer tttttre- Moo IINY company agencyr
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SCOREBOARD
KHSAA Sports
Volleyball
First Region Tournament
at Marshall Co.
Today
Hickman Co vs Murray 6 p m
Community Christian vs Paducah
Tilghman. 7 15 p m

Thursday, Oct. 21
Philadelphia At San Francisco 7 57
pm
Saturday, Oct. 23
San Francisco at Philadelphia 2 57
p m Of 6 57 p m . if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 24
',An Francisco at Philadelphia 6 57
p m 4 necessary

2010 Postseason Baseball Glance
All Times CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday. Cct. 15
New York
Texas 5
Saturday. Oct. 6
Texas 7, New York 2, series tier, 1-1
Monday, Oct. 18
Texas (Lee 12-91 at New Yorl. iPethtte
11-3), 7-07 p m
Tuesday, Oct. 19
Texas (Hunter 13-4) al New York
(Burnett 10-151. 7 07 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Texas at New York, 307 p m
Friday, Oct. 22
New York at Texas, 7.07 p.m if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 23
Nenk York at Texas, 7'07 p m , if necessary
National League
Saturday. Oct. 16
San Francisco 4 Philadelphia 3
Sunday, Oct. 17
Philadelphia 6 San Francisco 1 series
lied 1-1
Tutiadsy, Oct. 19
Phtiaderphia Name's 12-11) at San
rranctsco (Cain 13-11), 3 19 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Philadelphia at San Francisco 6 57
p 111

Nationai Football League
Sunday's Games
Seattle 23. Chicago 20
Miami 23. Green Bay 20 OT
Houston 35, Kansas City 31
Pittsburgh 28 Cleveland 10
.._>t Louis 20. San Diego 17
N v Giants 28. Detroit 20
New England 23 Battimore 20 or
Ptviadeipnta 31 Atlanta 17
New Orleans 31. Tampa Bay 6
N Y Jets 24. Denver 20
San Francisco 17. Oakland 9
Minnesota 24, Dallas 21
IndianapOlis 27, Washington 24
Monday s Game
Tennessee at Jacksonville 7 30 p m
Sunday. Oct 24
Buffalo at Baltimore. noon
Washington at Chicago noon
Cincinnati at Atlanta noon
Philadelphia at fennessee, noon
Patsborgh at Miami. noon
St Louts at Tampa Bay noon
Cleveland at New Orleans noon
Jacksonville al Kansas City, noon
San Francisco at Carolina. noon
Anzona at Seattle. 3 05 p m
Oakland at Denver. 3 15 p m
New England at San Diego 3 15 p m
Minnesota at Green Bay, 7 20 p m
Monoay. Oct. 2S
N Y Giants at Oakes. 7 30 p m
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N1aness (Calloway Co.), Tanner
Reed (Marshall Co.), Landon
Russell (Murray), Garrett
Schwettman (Calloway Co.),
Karlo Vazquez (Calloway Co.),
Eric Winkler (Calloway Co.),
Marc Wynstra (Mayfield),
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From Page 11
factor in the chaotic SEC East.
Four teams already have three
losses in the league, including
Kentucky and Georgia (3-4, 23). whom the Wildcats host on
Saturday.. 'The teary 4.aVe split
the last four meetings.
Phillips isn't quite ready to
call the Wildcats contenders. Yet
he knows they're a lot closer
than they were at halftime on
Saturday.
He pointed to his team's
gutty performance as proof it
hadn't lost faith.
"Every. week it's going to be
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Jones (Graves Co.), Mariah
McKenty (Marshall Co.), Jaclin
Patterson (Murray), Elizabeth
Sears (Marshall Co.). Rachel
Smith tGraves Co.). Margaret
Thomas(Marshall Co.), Victoria
Verburg (Murray),
Emily
Waggoner (Graves Co.).

a game that you got to fight,
scratch and clam. to win," he
said. "We got one of those type
of games this week. It makes it
easier for us to get our point
across anti getting them to play
hard. You can't relax and line up
and just show up and beat a
team like Georgia. You just can't
do it."
The Gamecocks stress they
weren't
overlooking
the
Wildcats after upsetting defending national champion Alabama
a week ago, but something shifted when Lattimore went down.
The offense stopped moving the

ball and the defense let the
Wildcats steadily chip away at
the lead.
"Their guys just came out
hungry," South Carolina defensive tackle Travian Robertson
said. "They rust wanted it. I'm
not saying we didn't. It was just
a tough SEC team fighting for
it."
South Carolina rentains in
front of the SEC East, but lost a
chance to open up some breathing room. Spun-ter refused to
make excuses.
"The other team just beat us,"
he said. "That's all you can say."

•Wildcats

• • I1•g
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Sawyer York (Marshall Co.).
The girls team is as follows:
Emily Chrisman (Calloway
Co.), Ashley Denfip (Marshall
Co.), Chloe Farris (Murray),
Tory Fehrenbacher (Marshall
Co.), Jessie Gream (Mayfield),
Megg Hudson (Murray), Hailey
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Leaky

Leaky
Chim

That
was
evident
in
Tennessee's 30-13 win last season.
The speedy and elusive
Johnson reeled off big run after
big run, gashing the Jaguars up
the middle and on the edge.
Jacksonville had missed tackles.
blown assignments and looks of
confusion all around.
"He's a guy with the explosive ability to make you hurt for
it," coach Jack Del Rio said.
The Jaguars were hardly
alone. Johnson finished with the
season with I I consecutive 100yard performances and became
the sixth player in NFL history
to eclipse 2,000 yards rushing.
"He was pretty phenomenal,"
Del Rio said. "It doesn't really
make me feel any. better. He did

it to a lot of people, but I don't
want to see hint do it to us."
With teams stacking the line
of scrimmage this season,
Johnson has been somewhat less
explosive. He has 485 yards
rushing and six touchdowns. but
was held under 60 yards twice
— in both of the team's losses.
"No matter what I say, they're
going to try to do the same
thing," Johnson said. "They're
going to put all those guys in the
box and tryr to stop us because
they know we're a running team,
we like to run the ball."
All that extra attention can
take a toll, too.
Johnson was given a day off
Thursday because of a sore thigh
and was limited Saturday. He
was listed as probable f6r the
prime-time game.
Jones-Drew is more beat up,
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Let CDM Construction solve your water problems!
Ask About Tax Credits For White Energy Efficient Roof
s!

CDM Construction
-ServingMurray

i$Csi Keintic4 For 30 tri'ars
Charlie Mckenney. Owner

101 N. 13th Street •(270)753-8694

Wood Electronics
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403 Maple St(On the Court Square)

Murray, KY
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even with his compact, 210pound frame.
He has surpassed 100 yards
just three times in the 14 games
since his career day against the
Titans. facing constant run
blitzes and ending up as a mainstay on the team's injury report
because of knee, ankle and wnst
injuries.
He sprained his right wrist
Sunday at Buffalo, rolling
around in pain and eliciting concern from teammates and coaches. He missed practice Thursday
and had his badly swollen hand
heavily wrapped. But he
returned in full Friday and was
listed as probable.
Nonetheless. the nagging
injunes have some worried that
his bruising running style might
be detnmental to his long-terni
success.

MSU
From Page 11
County Regional C'ancer Center.
Donations can be made as a
per attack attempt during both
matches over the weekend or as it
flat ilint,t1111 and can be given to
any member ol the MSU vollejball team.
The Racers will also be at the
Big Apple cafe, tonight for a
rebate night. Patrons can donate a
portion ot then checks throughout the day to the event and the
team will be on hand front 6-9
p.ni. to help bus tables and refill
drinks.
Notes: Senior Sara Hayden
tallied a season -best six block
assists and is now six blocks
from moving to 4th on the MSU
all-time blocks Its' and four block
assists away from moving into
ird on that list...junior setter
Jade Guo is now 261 assists
away from taking over 3rd on the
all-time assists charts from Mica
1,290)...junior
Kayleah Sauer IN 10 digs from
moving into 6th on the career
digs list
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